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Abstract

We present a ten-dimensional theory, named β-supergravity, that contains non-geometric
fluxes and could uplift some four-dimensional gauged supergravities. Building on earlier work,
we study here its NSNS sector, where Q- and R-fluxes are precisely identified. Interestingly,
the Q-flux is captured in an analogue of the Levi-Civita spin connection, giving rise to a
second curvature scalar. We reproduce the ten-dimensional Lagrangian using the Generalized
Geometry formalism; this provides us with enlightening interpretations of the new structures.
Then, we derive the equations of motion of our theory, and finally discuss further aspects:
the dimensional reduction to four dimensions and comparison to gauged supergravities, the
obtention of ten-dimensional purely NSNS solutions, the extensions to other sectors and new
objects, the supergravity limit, and eventually the symmetries, in particular the β gauge
transformation. We also introduce the related notion of a generalized cotangent bundle.
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1 Introduction and main results

Among the obstacles preventing to relate string theory to realistic low-energy physics, moduli
stabilisation and de Sitter solutions from ten-dimensional supergravities appear as impor-
tant problems. Full moduli stabilisation can be achieved, but seem to require, for generic
situations, additional ingredients than those of a pure classical supergravity, such as non-
perturbative corrections together with a precise control on a serie of approximations. Sim-
ilarly, the standard set of ingredients makes de Sitter solutions very hard to find. When
considering on top the question of stability in this context, the result is that no fully stable
solution of pure classical ten-dimensional supergravity is known, while a few have been found
when using the additional ingredients mentioned above. Finding a few particular backgrounds
where these issues are resolved remains of great interest, but one would hope to have gener-
ically more tools at hand to find interesting solutions. Having more freedom should also be
important for the next steps on the path to a realistic model (finding the correct particle
spectrum, etc.), which add more constraints.

Having non-trivial background fluxes of supergravity has already proven to help in the
previous matters. They have been used extensively during the last decade to find new ten-
dimensional solutions, that allow a compactification towards interesting four-dimensional su-
pergravities. Some four-dimensional gauged supergravities nevertheless exhibit more ingredi-
ents than the ones obtained from standard compactifications. Of particular interest here are
some specific terms in the super- and scalar potentials of these supergravities, generated by
non-standard “fluxes” called the non-geometric fluxes. In the NSNS sector, these quantized
objects are denoted as Qa

bc and Rabc. The position of their indices can be understood when
viewing them as structure constants of the gauge algebra involved in the gauging [1, 2, 3],
or equivalently as some components of the embedding tensor. These non-geometric fluxes
and the corresponding terms in the potential cannot be obtained from a compactification of
a standard ten-dimensional supergravity. Rather, they were believed to be related to the less
standard non-geometric backgrounds (ten-dimensional non-geometry [4, 2, 5]), although no
precise relation between the two concepts was established, until recent developments. For
reviews and discussion on these topics, see [6, 7, 8].

These peculiar four-dimensional fluxes seem equally helpful for string phenomenology
purposes as their counterparts that have a standard ten-dimensional origin. Indeed, some
examples indicate that full moduli stabilisation can be achieved in their presence [9, 10, 11],
and (metastable) de Sitter solutions can be found [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. These non-geometric
fluxes seem therefore to provide additional tools of interest for phenomenology. The caveat
would be the lack of a ten-dimensional theory, allowing to get directly interesting backgrounds
with such fluxes turned on, and reproducing by compactification the corresponding four-
dimensional gauged supergravity. But such a theory is actually the topic of this paper.

We propose here a ten-dimensional theory that contains ten-dimensional non-geometric
Q- and R-fluxes, and should provide an origin to some four-dimensional gauged supergravi-
ties. For reasons to be spelled-out, this theory can be thought of as a reformulation of the
standard ten-dimensional supergravities, so we name it β-supergravity. Nevertheless, we only
study here its NSNS sector, which is common to all standard ten-dimensional supergravities.
The completion to other sectors, discussed in section 4.1.3, could therefore lead to distinguish
several β-supergravities. We denote by L̃β the NSNS sector Lagrangian of this theory, and
we obtain it at first using earlier work [7, 18, 19], that we now detail.
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Inspired by [20, 21, 22] where Generalized Complex Geometry (GCG) tools were used
to study non-geometry, we considered in [7] a specific field redefinition to be performed on
the standard NSNS fields. The metric gmn, the Kalb-Ramond field bmn, and the dilaton φ,
get replaced by a new set of fields, given by a new metric g̃mn, an antisymmetric bivector
βmn, and a new dilaton φ̃ (m . . . z are the d-dimensional space-time curved indices). In
GCG terms, this field redefinition is an Op2d ´ 2, 2q transformation (more precisely here an
Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q, as detailed in appendix C.2) taking us from one generalized vielbein
E to another one Ẽ , while preserving the generalized metric H, i.e. a change of generalized
frame

E “

ˆ
e 0

e´T b e´T

˙
, Ẽ “

ˆ
ẽ ẽβ

0 ẽ´T

˙
, I “

ˆ
ηd 0

0 η´1
d

˙
, (1.1)

H “

ˆ
g ´ bg´1b ´bg´1

g´1b g´1

˙
“ ET

I E “ ẼT
I Ẽ “

ˆ
g̃ g̃β

´βg̃ g̃´1 ´ βg̃β

˙
. (1.2)

Here ηd denotes the flat metric, and the vielbeins e and ẽ are associated to the respective
metrics g “ eT ηde and g̃ “ ẽT ηdẽ; we refer to appendix A for more conventions.1 The field
redefinition can be read from (1.2) and rewritten in various manners, in particular

g̃´1 “ pg ` bq´1gpg ´ bq´1

β “ ´pg ` bq´1bpg ´ bq´1

+
ô pg ` bq´1 “ pg̃´1 ` βq . (1.3)

We introduced additionally the new dilaton φ̃, such that the following measure is preserved

e´2φ̃
a

|g̃| “ e´2φ
a

|g| “ e´2d , (1.4)

where |g̃| denotes the absolute value of the determinant of the metric g̃. We will also make
use of the shorthand e´2d just defined (the distinction with the dimension d should be clear
from the context).2

This field redefinition was then applied to the standard ten-dimensional NSNS Lagrangian
given by

LNSNS ” e´2φ
a

|g|

ˆ
Rpgq ` 4pBφq2 ´

1

2
H2

˙
, (1.5)

where R denotes the Ricci scalar with Levi-Civita connection (A.2), the H-flux is Hmnp ”
3Brmbnps, and the squares are defined in (A.1). The computation to obtain the Lagrangian

L̃ after the field redefinition is rather involved, and has been performed in two steps. We
considered in [7] a simplifying assumption where the contraction βpqBq acting on any object
would be set to zero (as well as Bqβpq). The new Lagrangian L̃ was then made of three
terms: one involving the Ricci scalar of the new metric Rpg̃q, a standard kinetic term for
the new dilaton φ̃, and finally a square of the quantity Bmβpq, which was identified with a
ten-dimensional flux Qm

pq. This identification was not only motivated by the correct index
structure; we also verified that the dimensional reduction of this last term would generate
the four-dimensional Q-flux term in the potential. Additionally, the use of this formula on

1With respect to the conventions of [19], both b and β get a minus sign. This does not affect at all the field
redefinition: (1.3) and (1.4) remain unchanged. This modification allows us to match the conventions of [23].

2An alternative field redefinition was proposed in [24, 25]. Both field redefinitions were then interpreted in
terms of local Opd, dq transformations and Lie algebroids in [26].
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a concrete background, called here the toroidal example, would give the expected value for
the Q-flux (see section 4.2.1). In [18, 19], the full computation of L̃ without simplifying
assumption was performed. A first method was a direct computation, starting from LNSNS

and applying the field redefinition. It resulted in a new Lagrangian denoted here L̃0, equal
to LNSNS up to a total derivative

L̃0 “ e´2φ̃
a

|g̃|

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ´

1

2
R2 (1.6)

` 4g̃mnβmpβnqBpd Bqd ´ 2Bpd Bq pg̃mnβmpβnqq

´
1

4
g̃mpg̃nqg̃rs Brβpq Bsβmn `

1

2
g̃mnBpβqm Bqβpn

` g̃nqg̃rsβnm
`
Bpβqr Bmg̃ps ` Bpg̃qr Bmβps

˘

´
1

4
g̃mpg̃nqg̃rs

`
βruβsvBug̃pq Bv g̃mn ´ 2βmuβnvBug̃qr Bv g̃ps

˘˙

“ LNSNS ´ Bm

´
e´2d

`
g̃mng̃pqBng̃pq ´ gmngpqBngpq ` Bnpg̃mn ´ gmnq

˘¯
.

We recover the terms mentioned for [7]: these are the first two terms, and the first term
of the third line. There are also new terms, in particular the square defined in (A.1) of a
ten-dimensional R-flux given by

Rmnp ” 3βqrmBqβnps “ 3βqrm∇qβnps , (1.7)

as in [27]. The ∇m is the standard covariant derivative with Levi-Civita connection defined
in (A.2); this R-flux is therefore a tensor. A second, faster, method [18, 19] to obtain this
result (1.6) made use of Double Field Theory (DFT) [28, 29, 30, 31]. In DFT, fields a priori
depend on two sets of coordinates: the standard xm and the “dual” x̃m. But the so-called
strong constraint has then to be imposed, which effectively reduces locally the dependence to
only half of the doubled coordinates. We impose here this constraint by setting to zero the
derivative with respect to x̃, i.e. B̃ “ 0. A known result of DFT is that applying the strong
constraint to its (NSNS) Lagrangian LDFT allows to recover the standard NSNS Lagrangian
LNSNS, up to a total derivative Bp. . . q. Given this relation, we performed the field redefinition
directly within DFT. This could be done easily thanks to the specific form (1.3) of this
redefinition and the properties of DFT. On the resulting Lagrangian, we applied the same
constraint B̃ “ 0 to go back to the supergravity level, and obtained again L̃0, up to a total
derivative. These two methods are depicted by the two left columns and lines of the diagram
(1.8), while we now turn to its last column. Note that the plain equalities of this diagram
were established in [7, 18, 19], and the dashed ones are obtained here.

LDFTpg, b, φq LDFTpg̃, β, φ̃q LDFTpR, qRq ` Bp. . . q ` B̃p. . . q

LNSNS ` Bp. . . q

B̃“0

L̃0 ` Bp. . . q

B̃“0

❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴

❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ L̃β ` Bp. . . q

B̃“0

✤

✤

✤

✤

✤

✤

(1.8)

The ten-dimensional theory given by the Lagrangian L̃0 was proposed as a ten-dimensional
uplift to some four-dimensional gauged supergravities. In particular, a (partial) dimensional
reduction performed in [19] showed that the Q- and R-flux non-geometric terms of the four-
dimensional scalar potential could be reproduced (while this cannot be achieved from the
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standard LNSNS). The precise identification of the fluxes themselves remained nevertheless
unclear. The scalar potential is essentially given by a sum of terms quadratic in the fluxes, so
the identification of the latter can be difficult. It would rather require an exact reproduction
of the superpotential, where the fluxes appear linearly. Nevertheless, the R-flux term of the
scalar potential was obtained only from the R2 term in L̃0, i.e. from the square of the ten-
dimensional R-flux; this makes the identification of the R-flux (1.7) with its four-dimensional
counterpart rather likely. On the contrary, the Q-flux term of the scalar potential was more
cumbersome: it was obtained mostly by the last three lines of L̃0 in (1.6), which do not exhibit
a clear structure, preventing the identification of the good formula for a ten-dimensional Q-
flux. As discussed above, we know it should still involve Bβ, as this was the correct result for
the subcase considered in [7]. But we did not find a completion to a more general expression,
which would make the last lines of L̃0 in (1.6) more structured; for instance, the square of
∇β did not work. It could have allowed, through the Q-flux term of the scalar potential, the
identification with the four-dimensional Q-flux.

Some progress in the structure of the Lagrangian were nevertheless obtained in [18, 19],
at the level of DFT. Indeed, as depicted in the first line of the diagram (1.8), the DFT La-
grangian, expressed in terms of the new fields g̃, β, φ̃, was reformulated in a covariant manner
with respect to half of the doubled diffeomorphisms (those corresponding to transformations
of the standard xm). This brought a clearer structure to the various terms. The key ingredi-
ent of this reformulation was a new covariant derivative3 that we denote here q∇m, involving
the derivative B̃m ´ βmnBn and a connection qΓmn

p . It allowed to build, at the level of DFT,

various objects, in particular a new “Ricci tensor” qRmn and associated scalar qR. The latter
entered the reformulated DFT Lagrangian, together with the standard Ricci scalar Rpg̃q.
Here, we apply the constraint B̃ “ 0 on this last DFT Lagrangian LDFTpR, qRq to go back to
the supergravity level. Doing so, we obtain a first expression of L̃β, which formally looks very

similar to LDFTpR, qRq as we inherit its structure

L̃β “ e´2φ̃
a

|g̃|

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` qRpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ´

1

2
R2 ` 4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2

˙
. (1.9)

The squares are defined in (A.1), and the objects involved here, together with the new co-
variant derivative on a (co)-vector V , are defined as

qR “ g̃mn
qRmn , qRmn “ ´βpqBq

qΓmn
p ` βmqBq

qΓpn
p ` qΓmn

p
qΓqp

q ´ qΓqm
p

qΓpn
q , (1.10)

qΓmn
p “

1

2
g̃pq p´βmrBr g̃nq ´ βnrBr g̃mq ` βqrBrg̃mnq ` g̃pq g̃rpmBrβnqq ´

1

2
Bpβmn , (1.11)

T n ” qΓpn
p “ Bpβnp ´

1

2
βnmg̃pqBmg̃pq “ ∇pβnp , (1.12)

q∇mV p “ ´βmnBnV p ´ qΓmp
n V n , q∇mVp “ ´βmnBnVp ` qΓmn

p Vn . (1.13)

The trace T n of the connection is a tensor, as noticed in [18, 19]; its expression as ∇pβnp

makes it obvious. The definition of q∇ is naturally extended for tensors with more indices.
We come back in more details to these objects and their properties in section 3.1.

By construction, L̃β should be equal to L̃0, and to LNSNS, up to total derivatives. This
is depicted in the second line of the diagram (1.8). We verify this explicitly in appendix B

3In [18, 19], this covariant derivative was denoted ∇̃
m.
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(see (B.20)). Compared to L̃0, this reformulation L̃β brings a nicer structure to the ten-
dimensional Lagrangian: it is manifestly diffeomorphism covariant. In addition, as noticed
already at the level of DFT in [19], qR captures most of the terms of the last three lines of
L̃0, i.e. most of the four-dimensional Q-flux term. Still, this interesting repackaging does not
allow to identify directly the Q-flux. It was nevertheless pointed out in [18, 19] that the Bβ

essentially appear within the new connection qΓ. This lead us to think that the Q-flux should
be understood as a connection coefficient. It means that it is not a tensor, on the contrary
to the R-flux (1.7). This remark has important consequences as we will see.

Let us recall that the four-dimensional Q- and R-flux are structure constants in an algebra
of gauged supergravity. For a standard structure constant fa

bc of a Lie algebra, there is a
geometric interpretation when considering the corresponding Lie group as a manifold, and
using the Maurer-Cartan equations. The structure constant is then expressed in terms of
vielbeins ẽa

m and their inverse ẽn
b as in (A.4), and is related to the antisymmetric part of

the spin connection ωa
bc ” ẽm

b ωm
a

c (see appendix A for more conventions). This f can also
appear in the algebra of four-dimensional gauged supergravity; given its geometric definition,
its indices are then interpreted in ten dimensions as being the flat ones a . . . l. We deduce
that the non-geometric fluxes should be denoted as Qa

bc and Rabc, and if they have any ten-
dimensional counterparts, their indices should also be understood as being flat. For a tensor,
such as the R-flux (1.7), going from flat indices to curved ones is simply a multiplication by
vielbeins. But if the ten-dimensional Q-flux is not a tensor as argued above, there is not such
a direct relation between its expression in flat, and one in curved indices like Bβ or more.
Identifying the ten-dimensional Q-flux looks thus even more difficult. Two ideas nevertheless
come to mind in order to find the expression of this ten-dimensional Q-flux with flat indices.
First, various proposals for such an expression have been made in the literature, in particular
in [22, 27] where one finds4

Qc
ab ” Bcβ

ab ´ 2βdraf bs
cd . (1.14)

One can then simply rewrite the above L̃0 or L̃β into flat indices, using ẽa
m and making this

quantity Qc
ab appear, and see if the introduction of this Q gives to the Lagrangian a nice

structure. It turns out to be the case, as shown in appendix B, and the reason for this is
rather unexpected: it is related to the second idea to make a flat Q-flux appear, that we now
detail. There is one non-tensorial quantity for which there is a principle to go from a curved
expression to a flat one: the connection associated to a covariant derivative. Indeed, the spin
connection is defined with respect to the standard ∇ and its connection Γ as

ẽa
mẽn

b∇nV m “ ∇bV
a ” BbV

a ` ωa
bcV

c ô ωa
bc ” ẽn

bẽ
a

m

`
Bnẽm

c ` ẽp
cΓ

m
np

˘
(1.15)

For the Levi-Civita connection, one can then show using the definition (A.4) of f

ωa
bc “

1

2

´
fa

bc ` ηadηcef
e
db ` ηadηbef e

dc

¯
. (1.16)

Proceeding similarly for the new q∇ leads us to introduce ωQ, (the opposite of) the flat

connection associated to qΓ
ẽm

aẽb
n

q∇nVm “ q∇bVa ” ´βbdBdVa ´ ωQ
bc
a

Vc ô ´ωQ
bc
a

” ẽb
nẽm

a

´
´βnqBq ẽc

m ` ẽc
p
qΓnp

m

¯
(1.17)

ωQ
bc
a

“
1

2

´
Qa

bc ` ηadηceQe
db ` ηadηbeQe

dc
¯

, (1.18)

4A factor 2 is missing in this formula in [27] (typo; private communication). It has been corrected in [32].
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where (1.18) is obtained by using the definition (1.11) of qΓ and the Q-flux given by the
proposal (1.14)! This result explains why the introduction of this precise Qc

ab in L̃β still
gives a nice structure. In addition, (1.17) and (1.18) realise completely the idea that the
Q-flux should be understood as a connection: by comparing with (1.16), we see that Qc

ab is
the analogue to fa

bc.
We then mimic the definition of the Ricci scalar in terms of ω or f and introduce the

analogous quantity RQ

Rpg̃q “ 2ηbcBaωa
bc ` ηbcωa

adωd
bc ´ ηbcωa

dbω
d
ac (1.19)

“ 2ηabBaf c
bc ´ ηcdfa

acf
b
bd ´

1

4

´
2ηcdfa

bcf
b
ad ` ηadηbeηcgfa

bcf
d

eg

¯
,

RQ ” 2ηbcβ
adBdωQ

bc
a

` ηbcωQ
ad
a

ωQ
bc
d

´ ηbcωQ
db
a

ωQ
ac
d

(1.20)

“ 2ηabβ
adBdQc

bc ´ ηcdQa
acQb

bd ´
1

4

´
2ηcdQa

bcQb
ad ` ηadηbeηcgQa

bcQd
eg

¯
.

We show in appendix B that it is related to qR as follows5

qR “ RQ ´
1

2
Racdf b

cdηab . (1.21)

It is then straightforward to rewrite the ten-dimensional Lagrangian L̃β (1.9) into flat indices

L̃β “ e´2d

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ` 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ` RQ ´ 1

2
Racdf b

cdηab ´ 1
2
R2

˙
(1.22)

We finally have at hand a ten-dimensional theory with a Q-flux precisely identified. Af-
ter dimensional reduction, the comparison to four-dimensional gauged supergravities is then
eased, especially with the ten-dimensional Q-flux (1.14) and its four-dimensional counterpart
matching. We come back to this comparison in section 4.1.1, and argue that the potential
obtained from L̃β (1.22) should be the correct one.

In section 2 and appendix C, we rederive this Lagrangian L̃β (1.22) from the Generalized
Geometry (GG) formalism. We essentially follow the procedure of [23], but use the generalized
vielbein Ẽ with β instead of E with b, as given in (1.1). We study at first the Opd, dq ˆ R

`

structure and associated covariant derivatives. In that context, the combination βabBb and
the connection ωQ appear naturally, enlightening from a different perspective the origin of the

new derivative q∇a. Additionally, βabBbφ̃ ´ T a entering the non-standard dilaton term in L̃β,
and the tensor T a in particular, get the interesting interpretation of a conformal weight; this
point of view is useful later on. We then consider the preservation of an Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q
(sub)-structure. We obtain the corresponding derivatives on vectors

DAW B “

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

Dawb “ ∇awb ´ ηad
q∇dwb ` 1

6
ηadηcf Rdbf wc ´ 1

9
pδb

aΛc ´ ηacη
beΛeqwc

Dawb “ ∇awb ´ ηad
q∇dwb ´ 1

2
ηadηcf Rdbf wc

Dawb “ ∇awb ` ηad
q∇dwb ´ 1

2
ηadηcf Rdbf wc

Dawb “ ∇awb ` ηad
q∇dwb ` 1

6
ηadηcf Rdbf wc ´ 1

9
pδb

aΛc ´ ηacηbeΛeqwc

, (1.23)

5It may look surprising that qR and RQ are not the same. We comment on this point in footnote 24. The
difference, given by the term in Racdfb

cd, actually plays a crucial role in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
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where the various fluxes and derivatives enter; the quantity Λc is related to the dilaton and
T a, and we refer to section 2.3 for more conventions. Considering a related Spinpd ´ 1, 1q ˆ
Spinp1, d ´ 1q structure with spinors ǫ˘, we deduce the corresponding spinorial derivatives;
those play two important roles. First, they could provide the Killing spinor equations ap-
pearing in a future supersymmetric completion of β-supergravity [33]. Second, they allow us
to compute the scalar S given by

Sǫ` “ ´4
´

γaDaγbDb ´ ηabDaD
b

¯
ǫ` . (1.24)

This scalar has been related [23, 34], up to a total derivative, to the standard LNSNS (1.5)
when using the generalized vielbein E with b-field (1.1); here we eventually obtain

S “ e2d L̃β ` e2d Bp. . . q , (1.25)

where the total derivative is given in (2.58).
We then derive in section 3 and appendix D the equations of motion from L̃β (1.9). This

requires to establish a few more interesting differential properties of the objects introduced
above. One of them, crucial for the equation of motion for β, is the rewriting of the connection
coefficient qΓmn

p (1.11) as

qΓmn
p “ qΓptq

mn
p ` βmsΓn

ps , qΓptq
mn
p “

1

2
g̃pq pg̃rm∇rβnq ` g̃rn∇rβmq ´ g̃qr∇rβmnq . (1.26)

It is given by the sum of a tensor qΓptq and a non-tensorial second term depending on the
standard connection Γ defined in (A.2). This has several important consequences, among
which a relation (3.13) between the covariant derivatives ∇ and q∇, that allows to rewrite the
R-flux (1.7) as

Rmnp “ 3 βqrm∇qβnps “
3

2
q∇rmβnps . (1.27)

The dilaton, Einstein, and β equations of motion are then respectively given by

1

4

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` qRpg̃q ´

1

2
R2

˙
“ pBφ̃q2 ´ ∇2φ̃ ` pβmrBrφ̃ ´ T mq2 ` g̃mn

q∇mpβnrBrφ̃ ´ T nq (1.28)

Rpq ´ g̃mppg̃qqn
qRmn `

1

4
g̃pmg̃qng̃rsg̃uvRmruRnsv “ ´2∇pBqφ̃ ´ 2g̃mppg̃qqn

q∇mpβnrBrφ̃ ´ T nq (1.29)

1

2
g̃msg̃rug̃np

´
e2φ̃ q∇mpe´2φ̃Rsunq ´ 2T mRsun

¯
(1.30)

“
1

2
g̃npg̃rq g̃sme2φ̃∇mpe´2φ̃∇sβnqq ` 2g̃nrpRrssβns ´ e´2φ̃∇qpe2φ̃g̃nrp∇rsβ

nqq ` 4g̃nrp∇rspβ
nqBqφ̃q .

The equation of motion for β is on the one hand analogous to that of the b-field, but has on
the other hand the new feature of depending on the standard Ricci tensor. This structure is
reminiscent of its two main origins, the R-flux and RQ.6

Finally, we present in section 4 further aspects of our theory. We first perform a dimen-
sional reduction of L̃β to four dimensions and discuss its relation to gauged supergravities.

6The equations of motion (1.28) - (1.30) should reproduce those obtained in [7] as a subcase. We come back
to this point at the end of appendix D. Also, it should be possible to derive (1.28) - (1.30) from the equations
of motion of [26]. Finally, [35] gives the Q-brane as a solution to these equations of motion. It does not fit
however the study made in section 4.1.2, as it contains a warp factor and a non-constant dilaton.
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We study the possibility of getting purely NSNS ten-dimensional solutions to be used for com-
pactification. We present ideas to extend L̃β to a complete β-supergravity and beyond. We
then discuss the supergravity limit and the relation to non-geometry, illustrating these points
with the toroidal example. We also introduce the notion of a generalized cotangent bundle
ET ˚ , that appears as the relevant bundle to consider here; comparing its transition functions
and the symmetries of L̃β, among which the β gauge transformation that we present, helps
to distinguish geometry from non-geometry. While we provide first building blocks to study
these various points, they would deserve a more detailed investigation; this section 4 thus
offers an outlook to the present work.

2 Generalized Geometry derivation of L̃β

2.1 Preliminary discussion on GG and DFT: formalism and geometry

The recent years have seen the development of Opd, dq covariant formalisms, which describe
to some extent the target space effective dynamics of strings. Generalized Geometry (GG),
introduced in [23], is one of them. It finds its origins in Generalized Complex Geometry
(GCG) introduced by Hitchin [36] and Gualtieri [37], a mathematical set-up that has been
used to study string theory and supergravity with background fluxes [38]. Another formal-
ism is Double Field Theory (DFT) [28, 29, 30, 31] mentioned above; a recent review can be
found in [39] (see also [40]).7 These two formalisms consider “generalized” geometric objects
such as the generalized metric and vielbeins, generalized covariant derivatives with associ-
ated connection, a generalized Ricci tensor and a generalized curvature scalar S, etc. These
various objects transform under Opd, dq (or a subgroup of it). The two formalisms also have
a Lagrangian which can be formulated in terms of these objects. If one considers DFT in a
“conservative” manner, meaning that one strictly enforces there the strong constraint, then
the two formalisms are totally equivalent; this is the point of view we adopt here.8 A way to
see their equivalence is that their (NSNS) Lagrangian are then equal, up to a total derivative,
to the standard LNSNS (1.5), when choosing the particular generalized vielbein Epe, bq given
in (1.1). For DFT, this equality can be seen in the left column of the diagram (1.8); for GG,
the scalar S is then related to LNSNS.

As explained from (1.1) to (1.3), the field redefinition considered here corresponds to
a change of generalized vielbein, from Epe, bq to Ẽpẽ, βq. Such a change in the two above
formalisms should thus lead to L̃β (1.9). Although this result is already known for DFT as
depicted in the diagram (1.8), it has not been established in a formulation where one defines
the “generalized” geometric objects just mentioned. Equivalently, this relation has not been
derived within the GG formalism, that only relies on these objects. We thus show here how
choosing the generalized vielbein Ẽpẽ, βq in the GG formalism leads to S “ e2d pL̃β ` Bp. . . qq.
Doing so, the geometric objects corresponding to the choice Ẽ are defined explicitly, and this
enlightens the structures appearing. For instance, the derivative q∇ (1.13) and connection

7Stringy differential geometry introduced in [41, 42] is a third formalism based on a projection-compatible
semi-covariant derivative. Its geometric objects coincide after projection with the corresponding quantities
in DFT. In addition, we refer the reader to [23] for work related to the GG formalism in the mathematics
literature.

8The strong constraint is a priori local; therefore the two formalisms are at least equivalent on each patch.
For this to remain true globally, one should have the “same” strong constraint on every patch, for instance
B̃ “ 0. This is for example possible for geometric backgrounds. In what follows, we will mainly focus on local
quantities such as the Lagrangian; we will also comment on the global aspects.
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ωQ (1.18) appear naturally. The role of the trace of the connection T m (1.12) also gets
clarified. Finally we obtain specific derivatives on spinors which will be useful in the study of
supersymmetry [33].

To establish our result and construct all necessary objects, we essentially follow the GG
paper [23] that treats Epe, bq. An analogous DFT formalism with similar objects was devel-
oped before in [43], and its relation to [23] has been established in [34], that is also helpful
here. These three papers are, to some extent, based on the early work [44, 45]. Previous con-
structions of geometric objects in terms of generalized vielbeins can also be found in [22, 42].
More recent related work for the Opd, dq covariant formalisms appeared in [46, 47, 48, 32, 49],
where a specific form of the generalized connection is sometimes chosen. Most of this recent
work remains however at the generalized or doubled level, without an explicit choice of gener-
alized vielbein (it would break Opd, dq). One exception is [32]; we recover here some of their
generalized connection components.

GG and DFT nevertheless differ, not at the level of the formalism, but when it comes to
the underlying space or geometry. On the one hand, GG, at least with the vielbein Epe, bq,
is based on the generalized tangent bundle ET defined in GCG. Given a manifold M of
dimension d, this bundle is locally the direct sum T M ‘ T ˚M. Globally, it should rather be
thought of as a fibration of the cotangent bundle over the tangent bundle of M, where the
non-trivial fibration is encoded in the b-field; the latter can also be viewed as a connection on a
gerbe [50]. On the other hand, DFT is based on a doubled space along the doubled coordinates
pxm, x̃mq discussed in the Introduction. This doubled geometry, a generalization of a T-fold
[51], was at first [3] thought of as a space of dimension 2d that could, in some cases, boil
down to an ordinary manifold of doubled dimension with (doubled) diffeomorphisms; more
generically the latter would extend to Opd, dq. The recent work [52, 53] however indicates
that the coordinate transformations are more general, and the nature of this doubled space is
thus still under investigation. Interesting proposals on the geometry of DFT have also been
made in [54, 55, 56].

DFT is based on this new type of space of dimension 2d, while GG with vielbein E has
the generalized tangent bundle constructed over a manifold of dimension d. The underlying
geometry of the two formalisms is then different, as well as the interpretation of the Opd, dq
action and of the “generalized” geometric objects introduced. We construct here these objects
for the generalized vielbein Ẽ ; understanding them not only formally, but also geometrically,
can then be subtle given those differences. In addition, the underlying geometry for GG
can be a particularly delicate question when choosing the generalized vielbein Ẽ . Indeed, as
we explain in more details in section 2.2, fixing the generalized vielbein to be E breaks the
structure group of the bundle from Opd, dq to a subgroup denoted Gsplit. The latter gets a
priori fixed differently by different vielbeins, so the resulting bundle, constructed (globally)
with this subgroup, would change accordingly. While E gives the generalized tangent bundle
ET , we propose in section 4.2.2 that Ẽ defines a “generalized cotangent bundle” ET ˚ : it
should be viewed as the tangent bundle fibered over the cotangent bundle of M, as already
suggested in [22]. We only sketch this possibility though, and do not pretend to fully answer
this point in the paper. These questions certainly deserve to be studied further, while so far,
the underlying geometries of both formalisms are not completely understood. We come back
in more details to this discussion in sections 2.2 and 4.2.2, and give more hints about the
geometry. Our first goal remains however to work with GG and DFT at a formal level, and
rederive, from the objects defined, the Lagrangian L̃β.
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2.2 Generalized Geometry formalism: Opd, dq ˆR
` structure and examples

Let us first consider a manifold M of dimension d. Over each patch of the manifold, one
usually defines a tangent space, equipped with a frame that we denote here Ba (a common
notation is also ea). When going from one patch to the next, the frames transform into each
other with elements of GLpd,Rq (acting on the “flat” index a running on the d range). The
consequent (global) union of the tangent spaces is the tangent bundle T M, whose structure
group is then GLpd,Rq. If there is additionally a metric ηd on these tangent spaces, and
this metric is required to be the same on all of them, i.e. it is preserved globally, then the
structure group is reduced to Opd ´ 1, 1q.9 We now consider a 2d-dimensional generalization
of the tangent bundle, that we call the generalized bundle E. It is built similarly over a set of
patches, with (generalized) frames that transform thanks to a structure group Opd, dq. The
latter acts on a (generalized flat) index A that runs on the 2d range, and the 2d ˆ 2d metric

ηpu{dq “
1

2

ˆ
0 1

1 0

˙
, (2.1)

of components denoted ηAB , is preserved. A simple example of a local realisation of E is
given by the direct sum T M ‘ T ˚M. Indeed, an Opd, dq action is natural for this direct sum,
since vectors and one-forms pBa, ebq couple with the metric (2.1).

In order to take care of the dilaton, we extend the bundle E by a conformal weight, follow-
ing [23]. The structure group of this extended bundle is now Opd, dq ˆ R

`, and the different
objects involved get weighted by a conformal factor related to the dilaton. In particular, we
now talk of a (generalized) conformal frame, that we denote e´2d E̊A (the top ring notation
is used here for generic quantities).

In the following, we are interested in a particular type of generalized frames: those that
allow a splitting of the generalized bundle. We mean here by splitting that one can find an
isomorphism E » T M ‘ T ˚M. As mentioned above, this is locally a natural relation, but
it can be globally non-trivial; we will come back to that point. Such an isomorphism implies
locally a map from a generalized frame to pBa, eaq. In addition, one can locally choose a set of
coordinates so that a vielbein e̊ relates Ba “ e̊m

aBm, and similarly for the one-forms with dxm.
In matrix notation, this relation gives Ba as e̊´T B (see appendix A). So locally, a generalized
conformal frame e´2d E̊A that allows a splitting can be denoted

e´2d E̊´T

ˆ
B

dx

˙
, (2.2)

where the matrix E̊ of components E̊A
M is a generalized vielbein. As in this equation, the

splitting leads to d-dimensional blocks in matrices; equivalently, the 2d-indices get split in
two sets of d-indices. Because of the index placement for vectors and one-forms, we fix the
following up/down (u/d) notation for these d-indices of objects U and V

UA “

ˆ
ua

ua

˙
, V A “

ˆ
va

va

˙
, ηAB “

1

2

ˆ
0 δb

a

δa
b 0

˙
, (2.3)

9We use in this paper this standard Minkowski signature for clarity, but there is actually no restriction on
it, as indicated in [23].
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and indicate the indices for the Opd, dq metric ηpu{dq (2.1).10

The two generalized vielbeins E and Ẽ of (1.1), that we repeat here in a more convenient
manner

e´2d E´T “ e´2φ
a

|g|

ˆ
e´T e´T b

0 e

˙
, pE´T qA

M “ EM
A “

ˆ
em

a en
abnm

0 ea
m

˙
, (2.4)

e´2d Ẽ´T “ e´2φ̃
a

|g̃|

ˆ
ẽ´T 0
ẽβ ẽ

˙
, pẼ´T qA

M “ ẼM
A “

ˆ
ẽm

a 0
ẽa

nβnm ẽa
m

˙
, (2.5)

provide interesting examples for local expressions of generalized conformal frames. Given the
generic (2.2), one has

e´2d EA “

#
e´2d Ea “ e´2φ

a
|g| pBa ` babe

bq

e´2d Ea “ e´2φ
a

|g| ea
, (2.6)

e´2d ẼA “

#
e´2d Ẽa “ e´2φ̃

a
|g̃| Ba

e´2d Ẽa “ e´2φ̃
a

|g̃| pẽa ` βabBbq
. (2.7)

The first example (2.6) was studied in [23], while the second (2.7) was only mentioned there,
and is the one we focus on here.

These two examples are only local expressions. On each patch, they clearly provide an
isomorphism to T M ‘ T ˚M. Whether they actually allow for a (global) splitting requires
more attention. The question is that of the transformation of a frame from one patch to the
other. A global meaning can be given to the frame (2.6), thanks to the gauge transformations
of the b-field, that can be defined properly in this context [23]; this frame then allows for a
splitting. Whether a similar global completion can be found for (2.7) is less straightforward:
it could amount to having a well-defined “β gauge transformation”. We discuss this point
in section 4.2.2. In what follows, one can then consider all objects only locally (the end
result, the scalar S, is in any case only a local quantity). Another point of view, mentioned
already in section 2.1, is that we do not determine the underlying geometry here, i.e. the
associated (global) bundle. Rather, we only work at a formal level, by simply using formally
the expression (2.7) for the generalized conformal frame.

Note also that a splitting reduces the structure group to a subgroup Gsplit, that preserves
the form of the splitting. For (2.6), it contains for example the b-field gauge transforma-
tions. The reduction of the structure group of the generalized bundle E is equivalent to
a refinement of the bundle itself: for (2.6), E becomes the generalized tangent bundle ET

of GCG. If (2.7) allows for a splitting, then its Gsplit and associated bundle will certainly
be different: we discussed in section 2.1 our proposal of obtaining the generalized cotangent
bundle ET ˚ , and we come back to it together with the β gauge transformation in section 4.2.2.

Let us now define various “generalized geometric objects”, that are compatible with the
Opd, dq ˆ R

` structure of the extended generalized bundle. We mostly follow [23]. To start

10The Opd, dq structure group considered here is a priori different from the T-duality group. Indeed, our
Opd, dq acts on the flat index A, i.e. “on the left” of a generalized vielbein E̊ , while a standard T-duality acts
on the “generalized curved space” index M , i.e. “on the right” of E̊ ; see also the generalized H in (1.2). The
two groups may however be related. From our Opd, dq metric ηAB , one can define a “curved space” metric
ηMN “ E̊

A
M ηAB E̊

B
N . The vielbeins considered in (1.1) are elements of Opd, dq; for those, ηMN is then equal

to the Opd, dq metric. One can thus consider Opd, dq transformations on the curved space index. We come
back to this idea in section 4.2.
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with, we introduce the bilinear product of two generalized vectors V and W

xE̊A, E̊By ” ηAB , xV, W y “ V AηABW B for V “ V AE̊A , W “ W BE̊B , (2.8)

where one can also multiply by a conformal factor. Then, we define a generalized (flat)
covariant derivative acting on a generalized vector component V B

DAV B “ BAV B ` Ω̂A
B

CV C , (2.9)

where BA is a generalized (flat) derivative (to be specified below) and Ω̂A
B

C is a generalized
(flat) spin connection. The compatibility of the latter with Opd, dq ˆ R

` requires to separate
it in two pieces

Ω̂A
B

C “ ΩA
B

C ´ ΛAδB
C , (2.10)

where Ω is the spin connection for E, and Λ is the part corresponding to the conformal
weight (dilaton piece). Furthermore, the Opd, dq structure, or equivalently compatibility with
the metric (2.1), demands the antisymmetry property (analogous to (A.6))

ηDCΩA
B

C “ ´ηBCΩA
D

C . (2.11)

On the tangent bundle, the connection is uniquely fixed (to be Levi-Civita) when requiring
its compatibility with the Opd ´ 1, 1q structure, and that it is torsion-free. Our goal here
is to impose the same requirements on the generalized objects, but this will however not
allow to fully fix the generalized connection. We will then impose further constraints, such
as the recovery of the standard covariant derivative. Let us start with the definition of the
generalized torsion T . The standard torsion can be defined as an action on two vectors giving
back a vector; it is obtained by the difference of two Lie derivatives, where for one of them,
the partial derivative is replaced by the covariant derivative. The generalized torsion is then
defined similarly [23] in terms of the generalized Lie derivative L [22] with the covariant
derivative D (2.9)

T pV, W q ” LD
V W ´ LV W . (2.12)

It is bilinear in V and W . Its components on a generic frame are then defined with (2.8) as

T A
BC ” ηADxE̊D, T pE̊B , E̊Cqy . (2.13)

They can be written using (2.12) as

TABC “ ´3Ω̂rABCs ` Ω̂D
D

BηAC ´ e4dxe´2d E̊A, L
E̊B

pe´2d E̊Cqy , (2.14)

where indices are “lowered with ηAB” (this is the only place where we move indices in this
way; this lowering is consistent with the up/down notation). Setting to zero this torsion then
fixes (some of) the components of the generalized connection in terms of a given frame. Let
us now exemplify all these objects with the frames (2.6) and (2.7).

In case of a splitting, the “generalized curved index” counterparts of the above objects
can equivalently be defined, thanks to the generalized vielbein. For instance, we define in the
up/down notation the generalized derivative11

BM “

#
Bm

Bm ” 0
, BA “ E̊M

A BM . (2.15)

11We set the abstract Bm to zero following [23]. It would however be tempting to keep it and study if it
could serve as the B̃m of DFT without the strong constraint.
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While BA is merely Ba for the frame with b-field (2.6), we get interestingly an additional
Ba “ βabBb for the frame (2.7) with β, as can be seen from the generalized vielbeins in the
form (2.4) and (2.5). This gives a natural origin to the βB derivative discussed more in section
3.1, and it will lead to the new covariant derivative q∇ defined in (1.13).

Using the up/down notation (2.3), another interesting property is the antisymmetry
(2.11), that becomes

ΩAc
b “ ´ΩA

b
c , ΩA

bc “ ´ΩA
cb , ΩAbc “ ´ΩAcb . (2.16)

We can then work-out more concretely the generalized derivative (2.9) of a generalized vector
expanded on a conformal frame

pDAV Bqe´2d E̊B (2.17)

“ e´2d
´

pBAvb ` ΩA
b
cv

c ` ΩA
bcvcqE̊b ` pBAvb ´ ΩA

c
bvc ` ΩAbcv

cqE̊b ´ ΛAV BE̊B

¯
.

Some components of the connection will be fixed by the torsion-free condition, but not all.
For the frame (2.6), another natural requirement [23] is that DA reproduces the standard
covariant derivative ∇a (1.15). More precisely, given the generalized derivative (2.15) and the
comment made below, it is natural for this frame that Da reproduces ∇a while Da gets no
contribution. Let us detail this point. To start with, Da involves three types of connection
coefficients, among which: Ωa

b
c , Ωa

bc. The first one enters (twice) in a similar fashion as the
standard spin connection would do; in addition its antisymmetric part will be fixed by the
torsion-free condition to be exactly that of the Levi-Civita spin connection ωb

ac. To reproduce
the standard ∇a on both contravariant and covariant objects, namely ∇avb and ∇avb, it will
therefore be natural to fix the symmetric part of Ωa

b
c so that it reproduces the full ωb

ac. On
the contrary, the second component Ωa

bc brings a non-standard term, so we rather set it to
zero (part of it may also be set to zero by the torsion-free condition). The third type of
connection coefficient Ωabc will be related later to the H-flux for the frame (2.6). Let us now
turn to Da. The component Ωa

bc in Da is the analogous one to Ωa
bc appearing in Da: we

then set that one as well to zero

Ωa
bc “ 0 , Ωa

bc “ 0 . (2.18)

Most of the other contributions to Da for the frame (2.6) vanish thanks to the torsion-free
condition. The fixing indicated then realises the requirement of reproducing the standard ∇a

with DA. For the frame (2.7), we stick here to the same fixing (but the torsion-free condition
will be different for Da), so we are left with

$
&
%

pDaV Bqe´2d E̊B “ e´2d
´

pBavb ` Ωa
b
cv

cqE̊b ` pBavb ´ Ωa
c
bvcqE̊b ` Ωabcv

cE̊b ´ λaV B E̊B

¯

pDaV Bqe´2d E̊B “ e´2d
´

pBavb ´ Ωa
c
bvcqE̊b ` pBavb ` Ωa

b
cvcqE̊b ` ΩabcvcE̊b ´ ξaV B E̊B

¯ (2.19)

where we denote
Λa ” λa , Λa ” ξa . (2.20)

On the contrary to the frame (2.6), the Ba is non-trivial for the frame (2.7) as mentioned
below (2.15), which makes us expect some contribution to Da. The form of the derivatives
in (2.19) is also rather suggestive. We mentioned that Da reproduces ∇a at the cost of
fixing the symmetric part of the connection coefficient. The torsion-free condition will give
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equivalently here that the antisymmetric part of Ωa
b
c is given by that of ωQ (1.18); we will

then fix similarly its symmetric part, so that the full ωQ is reproduced. This will lead to the

new covariant derivative q∇a (1.17) being reproduced by Da.12

Let us now work-out the torsion-free condition for the frame (2.7). We first compute

e4dxe´2d ẼA, L
ẼB

e´2d ẼCy “1
2
pfa

bc ` f c
ab ` f b

ca ` Qa
bc ` Qb

ca ` Qc
ab ´ Rabcq (2.21)

` pfd
db ´ 2Bbφ̃ ` Qd

bd ` βdgf b
dg ´ 2βbdBdφ̃qηAC ,

where the terms in the right-hand side should be thought to contribute only when their indices
match the position up or down of the indices on the left-hand side. The fluxes f , Q and R

appearing here are those (in flat indices) defined in (A.4), (1.14) and (1.7) respectively. It
is a nice results to get precisely these fluxes here. Then, using the connection coefficients of
(2.19), and setting the torsion to zero in (2.14), one first obtains13

fa
bc “ 2Ωrb

a
cs , f c

ab “ 2Ωra
c
bs , f b

ca “ 2Ωrc
b
as , (2.22)

Qa
bc “ 2Ωrb

a
cs , Qb

ca “ 2Ωrc
b
as , Qc

ab “ 2Ωra
c
bs , (2.23)

Rabc “ 3Ωrabcs , Ωrabcs “ 0 . (2.24)

As discussed below (2.17) and (2.19), and given the properties (A.6) and (B.6) compared to
the relations just derived, we identify for the frame (2.7)

Ωb
a

c “ ωa
bc , Ωb

a
c “ ωQ

bc
a

. (2.25)

From those, we deduce fd
db “ Ωd

d
b and Qd

db “ Ωd
d

b. The torsion-free condition then finally
gives

λb “ 2Bbφ̃ , ξb “ ´2Qd
bd ´ βcdf b

cd ` 2βbdBdφ̃ . (2.26)

The sign of Qd
bd in (2.21) may look surprising, as it differs from that of fd

db when viewed
as the trace of a connection, and leads to the ´2Qd

bd in ξb. It is however the correct result,
and one gets a better understanding by noticing that the tensor T m (1.12) can be expressed
in flat indices (using (B.8)) as

T a “ ´Qb
ba `

1

2
βcdfa

cd . (2.27)

One can then rewrite
λa “ 2Baφ̃ , ξa “ 2pβadBdφ̃ ´ T aq , (2.28)

which give precisely the two dilaton terms in the Lagrangian L̃β in (1.9) or (1.22)! In view of
this relation, the role of T a gets clarified: it plays the role of the conformal weight together
with the dilaton, and appears in the corresponding combination given by ξa. This is the
“non-standard” conformal weight, obtained with the frame (2.7), that matches with the “non-
standard” dilaton term in the Lagrangian. The standard one (obtained similarly for the frame
(2.6)) is λa, corresponding to the standard dilaton kinetic term.

The components of the connection unfixed by the torsion-free condition are those that
do not appear when computing ´3ΩrABCs ` ΩD

D
BηAC . Here we are left with the parts of

Ωabc or Ωabc that do not contribute to this quantity, for instance the pieces that are not fully

12For the frame (2.6), the symmetric part of Ωa
b

c should rather be set to zero to get eventually Da “ 0.
13These results as well as (2.26) are in agreement with those of [32].
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antisymmetric. In [23] with the frame (2.6), these remaining unfixed components are kept,
and are found to eventually not contribute to the scalar S. Inspired by this situation, we
choose here for simplicity to set them to zero: this restriction is still enough for our purposes,
and will allow us to reproduce L̃β from S.

We finally obtain, for the frame (2.6) (the torsion-free condition can be worked-out simi-
larly [23], and λa “ 2Baφ)

#
pDaV Bqe´2d EB “ e´2d

`
p∇avbqEb ` p∇avbqEb ´ 1

3
Habcv

cEb ´ λaV BEB

˘

pDaV Bqe´2d EB “ 0
, (2.29)

while the frame (2.7) leads to

#
pDaV Bqe´2d ẼB “ e´2d

`
p∇avbqẼb ` p∇avbqẼb ´ λaV BẼB

˘

pDaV Bqe´2d ẼB “ e´2d
´

´p q∇avbqẼb ´ p q∇avbqẼb ` 1
3
RabcvcẼb ´ ξaV BẼB

¯ , (2.30)

where we read from (1.13) and (1.17)

q∇avb “ ´βacBcv
b ` ωQ

ab
c

vc , q∇avb “ ´βacBcvb ´ ωQ
ac
b

vc . (2.31)

2.3 Preserving an Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q structure and recovery of L̃β

After having presented the Opd, dq ˆR
` structure group of the extension of E, the associated

generalized geometric objects, and given some concrete examples for those, we are now inter-
ested in a specific Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q subgroup. This last structure was considered for
N “ 1 supersymmetry [34, 57], but also allowed to reproduce (uniquely) the type II super-
gravities [43, 23, 58, 59]. Preserving such a structure brings in more constraints. For instance,
the metric and dilaton are fixed by this structure, meaning that the conformal weight is glob-
ally defined, and one then only focuses on the bundle E. Another example is that the two
orthogonal groups lead to two Spin groups, and associated spinors turned out to be related
to the two supersymmetries of type II theories; we will come back to that point. Finally, the
generalized curvature scalar S defined in terms of these spinors was shown to be related to
the standard NSNS Lagrangian (1.5). Here, we are interested in the frame (2.7) with β and
the consequent derivative obtained in (2.30); preserving this Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q structure
will then allow us to reproduce analogously the Lagrangian L̃β (1.22) from S. We will also
make use of these results to study supersymmetry for β-supergravity [33].

We define the subgroup Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q as follows. The Opd, dq metric ηpu{dq (2.1),
preserved on the generalized bundle E, has two sets of eigenvalues, positive and negative. One
can separate them in two sets of signature pd´1, 1q and p1, d´1q, as given by the diagonalised
Opd, dq metric η

η “

ˆ
ηd 0
0 ´ηd

˙
, ηAB “

ˆ
ηab 0
0 ´ηab

˙
, (2.32)

where we consider ηab and ηab to be the same in value, with pd´1, 1q signature; the “unbarred
- barred” notation allows us to distinguish the two sets. A conformal generalized frame can
then locally be separated into these two sets, and denoted accordingly e´2d E̊a , e´2d E̊a.
Whether these two sets remain separated spaces globally is however not guaranteed by the
Opd, dq structure group: preserving this is equivalent to reducing Opd, dq to Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ
Op1, d ´ 1q, since the precise form of the metric (2.32) is left invariant by this subgroup. If
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this Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q structure is preserved, the generalized bundle E is then (globally)
isomorphic to the direct sum of these two spaces, that are two sub-bundles: this is denoted
as

E » C` ‘ C´ . (2.33)

C`, resp. C´, is the sub-bundle on which Opd ´ 1, 1q, resp. Op1, d ´ 1q, acts, and the
corresponding indices are unbarred, resp. barred.

Of the various quantities defined in section 2.2, we would now like to consider those that
preserve this Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q structure. This can be done in two steps: first, one
has to rotate the quantities defined above in the up/down basis (where the metric is ηpu{dq)
to the unbarred - barred basis (where the metric is η). In other words, the previous Opd, dq
representation should be rotated to a new one where the embedding of Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q
is diagonal. Secondly, one has to project-out the quantities that do not preserve the Opd ´
1, 1q ˆ Op1, d´ 1q structure; it will be very simple to determine those in the unbarred - barred
basis.

We will essentially go through this procedure for the frame (2.7) with β. One could be
slightly more general and consider, for this frame or the one (2.6) with b, that each sub-bundle
C˘ has a different set of vielbeins, ẽa

m or ẽa
m, giving however the same metric g̃mn [23]. At

the end of the day however, it is useful to consider only one, same, vielbein. So here, although
we denote them differently via the index, we will quickly consider this alignment of vielbeins,
i.e. that ẽa

m “ ẽa
m for a “ a in value.

Let us now present the procedure more concretely; we will leave some details to the
appendix C. To rotate from one representation of Opd, dq to the other, we introduce the
matrix P that transforms the previous up/down ηu{d (2.1) into the unbarred - barred diagonal
η (2.32)

η “ Pηu{dP T , P “

ˆ
1 ηd

1 ´ηd

˙
, P ´1 “

1

2

ˆ
1 1

η´1
d ´η´1

d

˙
. (2.34)

Any object in the fundamental representation of Opd, dq (i.e. carrying an index A) should
then be rotated as follows, from the up/down (u/d) to the unbarred - barred (not denoted)

VB “ PB
AVpu{dqA , V B “ V A

pu{dqpP
´1qA

B “ pP ´T qB
AV A

pu{dq (2.35)

with PB
A “

ˆ
δa

b ηbcδ
c
a

δa
b

´ηbcδ
c
a

˙
, pP ´T qB

A “
1

2

˜
δb

a ηbcδa
c

δb
a ´ηbcδa

c

¸
(2.36)

so that bilinears are preserved. The δ’s in P and P ´T allow to pass from the up/down to the
unbarred - barred indices, by identifying the actual value of the index. In what follows and in
appendix C, we will mostly stop writing these δ’s to simplify formulas; the notations should
be clear enough. An important example of this rotation is obtained by acting on the frames
(2.6) and (2.7), towards

e´2d EA “

#
e´2d Ea “ e´2φ

a
|g|pBa ` babe

b ` ηabe
bq

e´2d Ea “ e´2φ
a

|g|pBa ` b
ab

eb ´ ηabe
bq

, (2.37)

e´2d ẼA “

#
e´2d Ẽa “ e´2φ̃

a
|g̃|pBa ` ηabβ

bcBc ` ηabẽ
bq

e´2d Ẽa “ e´2φ̃
a

|g̃|pBa ´ ηabβ
bcBc ´ ηabẽ

bq
, (2.38)

where we did not write out the δ’s, and used the alignment of unbarred and barred vielbeins.
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We then redefine a covariant derivative DApW Bqe´2d E̊B , where A, B are now unbarred -
barred indices. A priori, one would have for the unbarred A “ a

DapW Bqe´2d E̊B “ e´2d
´

BapwbqE̊b ` BapwbqE̊
b

` Ω̂a
B

CW C E̊B

¯
, (2.39)

where Ba, resp. Ω̂a
B

C , are defined as the unbarred component obtained from the rotation
of the up/down B, resp. Ω̂. As mentioned earlier, one could also define D, B and Ω̂ with a
first generalized curved index M , and then rotate the (inverse) generalized vielbein acting
on it. In any case, the last term in (2.39) gets developed into four terms, according to the
unbarred or barred choices for B, C. This is however where the projection preserving the

Opd´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d´ 1q structure enters: the objects Ω̂M
b
c and Ω̂M

b
c are in a bi-fundamental

representation of Opd, dq but are off-diagonal with respect to the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q
diagonal structure. Having them in the covariant derivative (2.39) would then allow mixed
contributions from C˘: for instance, when considering the components on E̊b, the covariant
derivative of wb would get a contribution from wc thanks to Ω̂M

b
c. The projection allowing

to preserve the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q structure therefore sets these components to zero.
One is then left with only two terms. Separating the components on E̊b and E̊

b
, one gets the

following Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q derivative

DAW B “

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

Dawb “ Bawb ` Ω̂a
b
cw

c

Dawb “ Bawb ` Ω̂a
b
cw

c

Dawb “ Bawb ` Ω̂a
b
cw

c

Dawb “ Bawb ` Ω̂a
b
cw

c

, (2.40)

where again all indices are unbarred or barred.
We now leave to the appendix C.1 the determination of the various pieces in this derivative,

for the frame (2.7) (the same procedure applied to the frame (2.6) allows to reproduce the
result of [23]). These pieces are the derivative B, the connection Ω, and the piece due to the
conformal weight. The definition of the latter is slightly changed [23] with respect to (2.10)
and we discuss this in the appendix. Determining these various pieces essentially amounts to
rotate the contributions to the Opd, dq ˆ R

` derivative obtained in (2.30). We get eventually
for the frame (2.7)

DAW B “

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

Dawb “ ∇awb ´ ηad
q∇dwb ` 1

6
ηadηcf Rdbf wc ´ 1

9
pδb

aΛc ´ ηacη
beΛeqwc

Dawb “ ∇awb ´ ηad
q∇dwb ´ 1

2
ηadηcf Rdbf wc

Dawb “ ∇awb ` ηad
q∇dwb ´ 1

2
ηadηcf Rdbf wc

Dawb “ ∇awb ` ηad
q∇dwb ` 1

6
ηadηcf Rdbf wc ´ 1

9
pδb

aΛc ´ ηacηbeΛeqwc

, (2.41)

as given in (1.23), where

ΛC “

#
Λc “ λc ` ηcdξd

Λc “ λc ´ ηcdξd
, (2.42)

with λ and ξ given in (2.26).

From the above Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q structure, we now consider, following [23, 34], an
associated Spinpd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Spinp1, d ´ 1q structure, whose spinors we denote respectively ǫ`
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and ǫ´. Spinorial derivatives corresponding to the previous (2.40) are defined naturally as

DM ǫ` “ BM ǫ` `
1

4
Ω̂M

b
cηbdγdcǫ` , (2.43)

DM ǫ´ “ BM ǫ´ `
1

4
Ω̂M

b
cηbdγdcǫ´ , (2.44)

where the γ matrices and their properties are discussed in appendix A. Interestingly, one can
build from these derivatives the generalized curvature scalar S mentioned above, that is, in
the standard NSNS case, related to the Lagrangian LNSNS up to a total derivative. As in
(1.24), the scalar S can be defined by

´
1

4
Sǫ` “

´
γaDaγbDb ´ ηabDaD

b

¯
ǫ` , (2.45)

or equivalently with the spinor ǫ´ by then exchanging unbarred and barred indices. Here
we want to compute this quantity (2.45) for the frame (2.7) with β, i.e. with the derivatives
obtained in (2.41). From the latter, one reads the spin connection components of (2.43) and
(2.44), in flat indices. In particular, the derivatives needed to compute S are given by

γaDaǫ` “

ˆ
γa∇a ´ γaηad

q∇d `
1

24
ηadηbeηcf Rdef γabc ´

1

2
γcΛc

˙
ǫ` , (2.46)

Daǫ` “

ˆ
∇a ` ηad

q∇d ´
1

8
ηadηbeηcf Rdef γbc

˙
ǫ` , (2.47)

Dawa “ ∇awa ` ηad
q∇dwa ´ Λawa , (2.48)

where we used (A.8). ∇ and q∇ on the spinors are the naturally defined spinorial covariant
derivatives, as obtained from (2.41) and (2.43). Equation (2.48) allows to determine the
correct connection to use in the covariant derivative acting on ηabD

b
ǫ`. We thus rewrite the

above expressions as

γaDaǫ` “
´

γaBa ` γaηadβdcBc ` Xabcγ
abc ` Xaγa

¯
ǫ` , (2.49)

Daǫ` “
´

Ba ´ ηadβdcBc ` Yabcγ
bc

¯
ǫ` , (2.50)

Da

´
ηabD

b
ǫ`

¯
“

´
Ba ´ ηadβdcBc ` Yabcγ

bc ` Za

¯
ηab

´
B

b
´ ηbeβef B

f
` Y

bef
γef

¯
ǫ` (2.51)

with

Xabc “
1

4
ηbe

ˆ
ωe

ac ´ ηadωQ
de
c

`
1

6
ηadηcf Rdef

˙
, (2.52)

Xa “
1

2

´
ωd

da ` ηacωQ
dc
d

´ Λa

¯
, (2.53)

Yabc “
1

4
ηbe

ˆ
ωe

ac ` ηadωQ
de
c

´
1

2
ηadηcf Rdef

˙
, (2.54)

Za “ ωd
da

´ ηacωQ
dc
d

´ Λa , (2.55)
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where (A.8) and the antisymmetry properties of ω and ωQ were used. With these convenient
notations (analogous to those of [34]), we compute S from (2.45), and obtain at first

´
1

4
Sǫ` “

«
γaγbpBa ` ηadβdeBeqpBb ` ηbcβ

cf Bf q ´ ηabpBa ´ ηadβdeBeqpB
b

´ ηbcβ
cf B

f
q (2.56)

` 6ηabγcf XrbcfspBa ` ηadβdeBeq ` 2ηacXcpBa ` ηadβdeBeq

´ 2ηabYadeγdepB
b

´ ηbcβ
cf B

f
q ´ ZaηabpB

b
´ ηbcβ

cf B
f
q

` γaγbcf pBa ` ηadβdeBeqpXbcf q ` γaγcpBa ` ηadβdeBeqpXcq

`
1

2
XadeXbcf tγade, γbcf u ` XadeXctγade, γcu ` XaXcγ

aγc

´ ηabpBa ´ ηadβdeBeqpY
bcf

qγcf ´
1

2
ηabYadeY

bcf
tγde, γcf u ´ ZaηabY

bcf
γcf

ff
ǫ` ,

where we used (A.8).

The first three lines of (2.56) are acting on the spinor; therefore to get for S only a scalar,
they have to vanish. In addition, the last three lines of (2.56) contain various orders of fully
antisymmetrised products of γ matrices; a scalar would only come from the “zeroth order”,
i.e. from the terms without any γ. The other terms should then also vanish. We show in
appendix C.3 that remarkably, all these quantities indeed vanish. So we are left with only a
scalar multiplying ǫ` as in (C.38), namely

´
1

4
Sǫ` “ ´

1

4

˜
Rpg̃q ` RQ ´

1

2
Racdf b

cdηab ´
1

2
R2 (2.57)

´ 4pBφ̃q2 ` 4∇2φ̃ ´ 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ´ 4ηab
q∇apβbcBcφ̃ ´ T bq

¸
ǫ` .

Another remarkable property is that this scalar contains only an even number of β in each
term, i.e. all mixed terms giving one or three β get canceled. Using (3.9) and the Leibniz
rule, we rewrite the second line of (2.57) and get eventually

S “Rpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ` 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ` RQ ´
1

2
Racdf b

cdηab ´
1

2
R2 (2.58)

` e2d Bp

´
4e´2dg̃pqBqφ̃ ´ 4e´2dβpmg̃mqpβqrBrφ̃ ´ T qq

¯
,

or equivalently, with (1.22), S “ e2d pL̃β ` Bp. . . qq as given in (1.25). This concludes our
derivation of L̃β from the Generalized Geometry formalism.

The spinorial derivatives given in (2.43) and (2.44), and their explicit expressions, such as
(2.46) and (2.47), may serve further purposes. As mentioned previously, it has been noticed
that these quantities, for the frame (2.6) with b-field, are those entering the supersymmetry
variations of the fermions in type II supergravities. In other words, these quantities lead
to the Killing spinor equations. The expressions worked-out here should therefore play the
analogous, important, role in (a possible supersymmetry of) β-supergravity. We leave this
idea to future investigations [33].
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3 Equations of motion

We derive in this section the equations of motion for g̃mn, φ̃, and βmn, out of L̃β in curved

indices, given in (1.9). To do so, we first study the new objects q∇, qΓ and qR and establish
some useful differential properties. Some details of the derivation of the equation of motion
for β are presented in the appendix D.

3.1 Differential calculus and useful properties

Let us start by giving a more detailed account on the DFT origin [18, 19] of the objects
appearing in L̃β in (1.9). As discussed in the Introduction, DFT fields depend a priori on two
sets of coordinates xm and x̃m, and one can consider two sets of associated diffeomorphisms,
parametrised by ξmpx, x̃q and ξ̃mpx, x̃q respectively. Given xm and the derivative Bm, one
can construct as in (A.2) the standard covariant derivative ∇m and Ricci scalar RpB, g̃q:
these behave as tensors under the standard diffeomorphisms associated to ξm. The analogous
quantities can be constructed with respect to B̃m and ξ̃m, where basically all up and down
indices have to be exchanged; in particular the Ricci scalar is defined there with respect to the
inverse metric: RpB̃, g̃´1q. After the field redefinition (1.3) and (1.4), the DFT Lagrangian
could be written as

LDFT “ e´2d
`
RpB, g̃q ` RpB̃, g̃´1q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ` 4pB̃φ̃q2 ` . . .

˘
, (3.1)

i.e. the two above Ricci scalars appeared, as well as two kinetic terms for the dilaton. As
just explained, the two terms involving only B are covariant with respect to ξ while those
two involving only B̃ are covariant with respect to ξ̃. However, these parameters depend a
priori on both sets of coordinates, so considering the transformation under the “unusual”
diffeomorphism can be non-trivial. For instance, the two terms RpB̃, g̃´1q ` 4pB̃φ̃q2 do not
transform covariantly with respect to the standard ξ-diffeomorphism. The structures intro-
duced in [18, 19] therefore had the aim to restore a manifest covariance with respect to ξ. The
DFT action is known to be invariant under both diffeomorphisms so a covariant rewriting
should exist, and was found. The basic building block was the derivative B̃m ´βmnBn: it is the
new covariant derivative for a scalar such as φ̃.14 With this starting point, one can construct
further all objects, from a completion of B̃ to a covariant derivative q∇ with connection qΓ, till
a Ricci scalar qR. The whole LDFT could finally be rewritten in a manifestly covariant form
with respect to half the double diffeomorphisms, namely those associated to the standard ξm.
This form is very close to that of L̃β (1.9).

Here, when coming back to supergravity by removing all dependence on the x̃m coordinates
(imposing B̃m “ 0), we loose most of the motivation just given for the new objects. Indeed,
the diffeomorphism parameters ξmpxq are now just the standard ones with only a dependence
on xm, and the “troublesome” B̃ which was completed to covariant objects, is not present
anymore. We nevertheless inherit the remnant of the objects introduced, and all their tensorial
properties with respect to the standard diffeomorphisms. The structure gained this way, when
comparing for instance to L̃0 (1.6), is certainly useful. In addition, we discover here new
interesting properties of these objects. Let us now present them.

14The reason for this combination comes from the particular form of the variation of βmn under ξm: on top
of the standard Lie derivative, it has terms given by B̃ξ. When going back to supergravity with B̃ “ 0, these
additional pieces are set to zero and one recovers the standard transformation of βmn.
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The former DFT derivative B̃m ´ βmnBn becomes simply here ´βmnBn, and this is the
first building block of the objects we now consider. Note that such a derivative can be viewed
as an Anchor map; structures and objects associated to it can be interpreted in terms of Lie
algebroids [60, 24, 25]. The properties to be detailed here could certainly be translated into
this Lie algebroid perspective (and have already been, to some extent, in [26]). We do not
study such a link here, but doing so would probably bring interesting insight.

This derivative ´βmnBn first appears in the connection coefficient qΓmn
p , given here by

(1.11). qΓ is essentially made of two pieces. The first piece is the analogue to the standard
Christoffel symbol (A.2), where the up and down indices are exchanged, and the derivative
´βmnBn is used. The second piece in Bβ looks more unusual, one particularity being that it
has an antisymmetric part, on the contrary to a Christoffel symbol. But this second piece
plays an important role, for instance by sometimes compensating the presence of β in the
first piece. It is also crucial in order to rewrite qΓ as in (1.26) with a tensorial piece qΓptq.

From the derivative ´βmnBn and the connection qΓ, one constructs the covariant derivative
q∇m as in (1.13). This derivative, as well as the associated Ricci tensor qRmn given in (1.10),
can be understood, from their definitions, as the analogous objects to the standard covariant
derivative ∇m and Ricci tensor Rmn (A.2) (one difference though being that qRrmns ‰ 0).
Most of their properties, that we now turn to, follow the same analogy.

Let us emphasise once more that our q∇m and qRmn are tensors with respect to the standard
diffeomorphisms. Another property obtained from the DFT construction [18, 19] is the metric
compatibility

q∇mg̃pq “ q∇mg̃pq “ 0 . (3.2)

Using the above, let us show the useful generalization of the Palatini identity. Under an
infinitesimal variation of the metric δg̃, the variation δΓ ” Γpg̃ ` δg̃q ´ Γpg̃q of the Christoffel
symbol (A.2) is known to be a tensor, which will allow to take its covariant derivative; more
precisely, it can be written as

δΓm
np “

1

2
g̃mq p∇npδg̃qpq ` ∇ppδg̃qnq ´ ∇qpδg̃npqq . (3.3)

It is then easy to show, from the definition (A.2), that the variation of the Ricci tensor is
given by

δRmn “ ∇ppδΓp
mnq ´ ∇npδΓp

pmq , (3.4)

which is the Palatini identity. Combining (3.3), (3.4) and the metric compatibility leads to

g̃mnδRmn “ g̃mng̃pq ∇p p∇mpδg̃qnq ´ ∇qpδg̃mnqq . (3.5)

One can show that the following analogous identities hold

δqΓmn
p “

1

2
g̃pq

´
q∇mpδg̃qnq ` q∇npδg̃qmq ´ q∇qpδg̃mnq

¯
, (3.6)

δ qRmn “ q∇ppδqΓmn
p q ´ q∇mpδqΓpn

p q , (3.7)

g̃mnδ qRmn “ g̃mng̃pq
q∇p

´
q∇mpδg̃qnq ´ q∇qpδg̃mnq

¯
. (3.8)

To prove the first identity, it is helpful to consider separately the contributions of the two
pieces of qΓ. One deduces from this identity that δqΓmn

p is a tensor, which allows to take its

covariant derivative q∇ in the second identity. It is also worth noting that δqΓmn
p is symmetric
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in m, n, even if qΓmn
p is not. These two properties will not hold for the variation with respect

to β, as discussed in appendix D. Using those and the definition of qRmn (1.10), one can prove
(3.7). One then gets the final (3.8) with the metric compatibility (3.2).

From (3.5) and (3.8), one can get simple derivatives, which are crucial in the Einstein
equation. To do so, one needs the following properties, for a vector V p or a co-vector Vp

∇pV p “
1a
|g̃|

Bp

´a
|g̃| V p

¯
, q∇pVp “

1a
|g̃|

Bp

´a
|g̃| βpm Vm

¯
` 2T pVp , (3.9)

where the second one is obtained using (B.11). Comparing these two relations highlights the
specific role of T p: the way it enters here is reminiscent of its interpretation as a conformal
weight, discussed below (2.28). We deduce from these relations15

a
|g̃| g̃mnδRmn “ 2 Bp

´a
|g̃| g̃prq g̃msn∇mpδg̃qnq

¯
, (3.10)

a
|g̃| g̃mnδ qRmn “ 2 Br

´a
|g̃| βrpg̃prq g̃msn

q∇mpδg̃qnq
¯

`
a

|g̃| 4T pg̃prq g̃msn
q∇mδg̃qn . (3.11)

Finally, deriving the equation of motion for β will also require some properties. A crucial
one is the rewriting (1.26) of qΓ as the sum of a tensor qΓptq and a non-tensorial second term.
The fact that the trace T n given in (1.12) is a tensor then appears obvious, as the second
term in qΓ vanishes when being traced

T n “ qΓpn
p “ qΓptq

pn
p “ ∇pβnp . (3.12)

Another interesting consequence of (1.26) is the following relation between ∇ and q∇

q∇mV p “ ´βmn∇nV p ´ qΓptq
mp
n V n , q∇mVp “ ´βmn∇nVp ` qΓptq

mn
p Vn , (3.13)

which is naturally generalized for tensors of any rank. We will only use the above at the end
of the derivation of the equation of motion for β, but it may have more implications. One
of them is the rewriting (1.27) of the R-flux, easily obtained using (3.13) and the definition
(1.26).

3.2 Einstein and dilaton equations of motion

Let us now turn to the derivation of the equations of motion from L̃β given in (1.9). We first
consider the Einstein equation. The variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the metric
gives at first

e2dδL̃β “ ´
1

2
g̃pqδg̃pq

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` qRpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ´

1

2
R2 ` 4pβmrBrφ̃ ´ T mq2

˙
(3.14)

` pδg̃pqqRpq ` pδg̃pqq qRpq ´
1

4
pδg̃mnqg̃rsg̃uvRmruRnsv

` g̃pqδRpq ` g̃pqδ qRpq ` 4δpBφ̃q2 ` 4δpβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2 .

The last line of this expression requires some attention. Thanks to (3.10) and (3.11), the terms
in δRpq and δ qRpq give derivatives multiplied by a dilaton factor. This prevents them from

15For an alternative derivation of (3.10) and of the standard dilaton and Einstein equations, see [61].
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being total derivatives, but we can reach this by considering additional terms in derivative of
the dilaton. Those would then get mixed with the variation of the two dilaton terms present
in the last line of (3.14). Note that this computation occurs because we work in the string
frame and not the Einstein frame. Introducing a further total ∇, one finally gets for the
standard Ricci tensor and dilaton kinetic term

g̃pqδRpq ` 4δpBφ̃q2 “ e2d Bp. . . q ` 2 δg̃pq
`
∇pBqφ̃ ` g̃pqp2pBφ̃q2 ´ ∇2φ̃q

˘
. (3.15)

Using a similar procedure, one gets at first

g̃pqδ qRpq “ e2d Bp. . . q ` 4g̃prq g̃msnpβrpBrφ̃ ` T pq q∇mpδg̃qnq (3.16)

“ e2d Bp. . . q ´ 4pβprBrφ̃ ´ T pqpβmqBqφ̃ ´ T mqpδg̃pm ` g̃pmg̃snδg̃snq

` 4g̃prq g̃msnpδg̃qnq q∇mpβprBrφ̃ ´ T pq ,

where to go from the first equality to the second, we used the Leibniz rule or “integration
by parts” on q∇ (valid given its definition (1.13)), as well as (3.9), and some rearranging of
terms. We then compute δpβmqBqφ̃ ´ T mq2; we do so using (1.12), an “integration by parts”
with B, as well as (3.9) and some rearranging of terms. We finally obtain

g̃pqδ qRpq ` 4δpβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2 “ e2d Bp. . . q (3.17)

` 2 δg̃pq

´
q∇ppβrqBrφ̃ ` T qq ´ g̃pq

´
2pβmrBrφ̃ ´ T mq2 ´ g̃mn

q∇mpβrnBrφ̃ ` T nq
¯¯

,

which is analogous to (3.15). Compiling these results, including the two dilaton terms of the
first line of (3.14), one gets eventually

e2dδL̃β ` e2dBp. . . q “ δg̃pq

˜
´

1

2
g̃pq

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` qRpg̃q ´

1

2
R2

˙
(3.18)

` Rpq ´ g̃pmg̃qn
qRmn `

1

4
g̃pmg̃qng̃rsg̃uvRmruRnsv

` 2
`
g̃pqpBφ̃q2 ` ∇pBqφ̃ ´ g̃pq∇2φ̃

˘

` 2
´

g̃pqpβmrBrφ̃ ´ T mq2 ` pg̃pmg̃qn ` g̃pq g̃mnq q∇mpβnrBrφ̃ ´ T nq
¯ ¸

.

Let us now turn to the variation with respect to the dilaton. The variation of the two dilaton
terms requires to use the Leibniz rule. We then apply on those (3.9), to rearrange the result
into

e2dδL̃β ` e2dBp. . . q “ 4δφ̃

˜
´

1

2

ˆ
Rpg̃q ` qRpg̃q ´

1

2
R2

˙
` 2pBφ̃q2 ´ 2∇2φ̃ (3.19)

` 2pβmrBrφ̃ ´ T mq2 ` 2g̃mn
q∇mpβnrBrφ̃ ´ T nq

¸
.

One can read directly from the last expression the dilaton equation of motion (1.28). It is then
customary to use it to simplify the Einstein equation that can be read from (3.18), towards
(1.29).16 We are left with the equation of motion for β.

16The symmetry of δg̃pq in the variation (3.18) leads to considering only the symmetric part (in p, q) of
the whole bracket there. For the standard terms, this gives no constraint (in particular ∇pBqφ̃ “ ∇p∇qφ̃ is
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3.3 β equation of motion

To get this last equation, we vary L̃β (1.9) with respect to β, which gets the following three
contributions

δL̃β “ e´2d

ˆ
δ qRpg̃q ´

1

2
δR2 ` δ

`
4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2

˘ ˙
. (3.20)

Let us start with the dilaton term. It will be useful when studying the more involved
δ qRpg̃q. With T m “ ∇pβmp as in (1.12), one first has the identity

βnqBqφ̃ ´ T n “ eφ̃∇qpe´φ̃βqnq , (3.21)

which can be used to rewrite the dilaton term. Its variation is then simple to compute. One
uses in addition the Leibniz rule (“integration by parts”) for ∇ to get a total derivative thanks
to (3.9), and the other following term

e´2dδ
`
4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2

˘
“ 8e´2dg̃mnδβmpeφ̃∇p∇qpe´φ̃βqnq ` Bp. . . q . (3.22)

We now turn to the variation δ qRpg̃q. This one is more involved, so we detail its derivation
in appendix D, and only give the main steps here. We first make an important use of the
rewriting of qΓ as in (1.26). δqΓptq is a tensor, similarly to (3.3) and (3.6), so one can consider

its covariant derivative, from which we write the variation of (1.10) δ qRmn analogously to the
Palatini identity (3.7)

δ qRmn “ q∇p
´

δqΓptq
mn
p

¯
´ q∇m

´
δqΓptq

pn
p

¯
(3.23)

´ pδβprqBr
qΓmn

p ` pδβmrqBr
qΓpn

p ` 2qΓpn
r δqΓrmrs

p

´ qΓpm
r Γn

psδβrs ´
´

qΓpn
r Γr

ps ´ qΓrp
r Γn

ps

¯
δβms ´ βprBr

`
Γn

psδβms
˘

.

We perform various manipulations on this expression, described in the appendix. We use
in particular the explicit expression of qΓptq in (1.26), to eventually obtain a simple formula

for δ qR. The latter should be a tensor, leading us to identify a set of terms as the standard
Riemann tensor, given in (A.3). Using its properties, we finally get

δ qR “ 2 q∇n∇ppg̃nrδβprq ´ qΓptq
mn
r ∇mpg̃pnδβprq ` δβpr

´
2g̃pn∇r∇qβnq ` βmsg̃npRn

rms

¯
. (3.24)

It may look surprising to get the Riemann tensor in the equation of motion of β. We under-
stand it because this tensor appears within the variation of qR which is a curvature scalar,
whose connection qΓ contains the standard connection Γ, as can be seen easily in (1.26). One
may still think that the Riemann tensor could be traded for (the commutator of) covariant
derivatives acting on β. But it turns out not to be the case; we will still manage to rewrite
it in terms of the Ricci tensor. From (3.24), we perform “integrations by parts”, and rewrite
the result in such a way that it combines nicely with the variation of the dilaton term (3.22).
This allows in addition to make the Ricci tensor appear. We get

δ
´

qR ` 4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2
¯

` e2dBp. . . q (3.25)

“ δβpr g̃np

´1

2
g̃rq g̃sme2φ̃∇mpe´2φ̃∇sβnqq ` 2Rsrβns ´ e´2φ̃∇qpe2φ̃∇rβnqq ` 4∇rpβnqBqφ̃q

¯
.

symmetric). But the same does not hold for the other terms, hence the symmetric parts in (1.29). One could

study the symmetry of q∇mpβnrBrφ̃q “ ´ q∇m q∇nφ̃, but T
n is not expressible with a q∇. The identity (3.21)

does not seem to help either. A similar phenomenon will occur for the equation of motion of β.
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Finally, we consider the variation of the R-flux term. Starting with its first expression
(1.7) in terms of ∇ is possible, but as detailed in appendix D, we prefer to use its expression
(1.27) in terms of q∇. We obtain, analogously to the b-field equation of motion,

´
1

2
e´2dδR2 “ ´

1

2
e´2dδβprg̃msg̃rug̃pv

´
e2φ̃ q∇mpe´2φ̃Rsuvq ´ 2T mRsuv

¯
` Bp. . . q . (3.26)

From this result and (3.25), we finally obtain for (3.20)

δL̃β ` Bp. . . q “ e´2dδβpr g̃np

˜
´

1

2
g̃msg̃ru

´
e2φ̃ q∇mpe´2φ̃Rsunq ´ 2T mRsun

¯
(3.27)

`
1

2
g̃rq g̃sme2φ̃∇mpe´2φ̃∇sβnqq ` 2Rsrβns ´ e´2φ̃∇qpe2φ̃∇rβnqq ` 4∇rpβnqBqφ̃q

¸

from which one can read the equation of motion for β, given in (1.30).

4 Beyond L̃β

4.1 Dimensional reduction, new solutions, and extension of the theory

In the following sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we relate L̃β to four-dimensional theories, and discuss
the possibility of finding new interesting ten-dimensional solutions. Both require an usual
compactification ansatz for the space-time, in particular having an internal manifold. So we
assume to work with a standard underlying differential geometry, governed by the metric g̃mn.
We come back to the question of non-geometry in section 4.2.

4.1.1 Dimensional reduction to four dimensions

A dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional Lagrangian L̃0 was performed in [7, 19] as
discussed below (1.8), and this lead to non-geometric terms in the four-dimensional scalar
potential. However, this did not allow a precise identification of the ten-dimensional non-
geometric fluxes (by matching their four-dimensional counterparts upon reduction), especially
for the Q-flux. As explained in the Introduction, we now have candidate expressions in flat
indices for ten-dimensional Q- and R-fluxes, (1.14) and (B.16), and a Lagrangian L̃β expressed
in terms of them (1.22), so using here L̃β should make this identification more straightforward.
To achieve this, one should derive from L̃β a four-dimensional potential in terms of these
fluxes, and then compare it with that of gauged supergravity. We perform here the first step,
and comment on the second.

To get a four-dimensional scalar potential, let us come back to the dimensional reduction
performed in [7, 19], that follows the procedure of [62]. We start with a ten-dimensional action,
taken here to be 1

2κ2

ş
dx10L̃β. Its dimensional reduction will only consider the dependence

on two scalar fields, the volume ρ and the dilaton σ. Interestingly enough, this dependence is
model-independent, and allows in addition to distinguish geometric from non-geometric terms
in the potential. To perform the reduction, we first need to consider the ten-dimensional
space-time as split into a four-dimensional space-time and six-dimensional compact (internal)
manifold. We then pick a compactification ansatz for our fields accordingly: the metric
factorizes into two parts g̃p4q and g̃p6q, and the four-dimensional metric g̃p4q depends only on
the four-dimensional coordinates (there is in particular no warp factor). The same product
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structure is assumed for the vielbeins. β is chosen to have only components on the internal
space, and only dependence on the internal coordinates. This makes the non-geometric fluxes
to have purely internal components as well. Given this ansatz, the two scalars are defined as
fluctuations around background valued fields, denoted with an index p0q

g̃p6qmn “ ρ g̃
p0q
p6qmn

, e´φ̃ “ e´ϕ e´φ̃p0q
, σ “ ρ

3
2 e´ϕ , βmn “ βp0qmn . (4.1)

The vacuum value of the scalars is by definition 1. We further consider that g̃
p0q
p6qmn

depends

purely on internal coordinates, and that eφ̃p0q
“ gs is constant, while the two scalars depend

a priori on four-dimensional coordinates. Finally, we define the background internal volume

as v0 “
ş

dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q |, and the four-dimensional Planck mass M4 as M2

4 “ v0{p2κ2g2
s q.

We now consider this compactification ansatz within the ten-dimensional Lagrangian L̃β.

To start with, all indices in qΓmn
p , qRmn, T m and Rmnp are purely internal, and these quantities

do not depend on ρ. The corresponding terms in the Lagrangian thus only get dependence
on ρ by scaling. The ten-dimensional Rpg̃q gets split into three terms: a four-dimensional

one Rp4q, a scaled six-dimensional one ρ´1R
p0q
p6q, and one depending on derivatives of ρ; the

latter enters the scalar kinetic terms that we will denote “kin”. Finally, we get interestingly
that βmnBnφ̃ “ 0, while pBφ̃q2 only contributes to kin. Having determined the dependence
on the scalars, we can now reduce to four dimensions. There, we go to the Einstein frame by
scaling the components of the four-dimensional metric as g̃p4q “ σ´2g̃E

p4q. We get generically
the four-dimensional action

SE “ M2
4

ż
dx4

b
|gE |

ˆ
RE

p4q ` kin ´
1

M2
4

V pρ, σq

˙
. (4.2)

The scalar potential has been argued [63] to be generically given, for the NSNS sector, by

V pρ, σq “ σ´2
`
ρ´3 VH ` ρ´1 Vf ` ρ VQ ` ρ3 VR

˘
. (4.3)

where the four different terms should get contributions from the flux in their index. From L̃β

(1.9), we obtain here

Vf “ ´
M2

4

v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q | R

p0q
p6q , VH “ 0 , (4.4)

VQ “ ´
M2

4

v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q |

´
qRp0q ` 4pT p0qq2

¯
, VR “

M2
4

2v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q | Rp0q2

.

As mentioned in [7, 19], getting non-geometric terms VQ and VR is already an interesting
result: these cannot be obtained from the standard NSNS Lagrangian LNSNS (1.5).

Let us now rewrite these potential terms using flat indices, so that we see directly the
dependence on the fluxes. This is simply done thanks to the formulas (1.19), (1.20) and
(1.21). It is however customary in four dimensions [1] to require the tracelessness of f and Q

@b , fa
ab “ 0 , Qa

ab “ 0 , (4.5)

where the former, also known as the unimodularity of the corresponding Lie algebra, can be
justified from a higher dimensional perspective by requiring the compactness of the internal
manifold. This condition (4.5) has two interesting effects: first, derivatives of fluxes disappear
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from the potential terms (4.4), without having assumed the former to be constant; in addition,
the explicit dependence on β disappears from qR, which is of interest if we want the potential
to be given purely in terms of fluxes. There remains however one explicit dependence on β

within T a, as can be seen from the formula (2.27). We could therefore consider the further
restriction

@b , T b “ 0 . (4.6)

This is also justified by the role of T a as a conformal weight, similarly to the dilaton, discussed
below (2.28) and (3.9). As the dilaton terms do not contribute to the potential, we may require
the same for T a. We come back to this condition in footnote 19. The two simplifications (4.5)
and (4.6) are equivalent to the following conditions on β, as can be read from the various
definitions

@b , fa
ab “ 0 , Qa

ab “ 0 , T b “ 0 ô @b , fa
ab “ 0 , βcdf b

cd “ 0 , Baβab “ 0 . (4.7)

Thanks to those, all explicit dependence on β in the potential (4.4) is removed, and we finally
obtain

Vf “
M2

4

4v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q |

´
ηadηbeηcg fa

bcf
d

eg ` 2ηcd fa
bcf

b
ad

¯
, (4.8)

VQ “
M2

4

4v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q |

´
ηadηbeηcg Qa

bcQd
eg ` 2ηcd Qa

bcQb
ad ` 2ηab Racdf b

cd

¯
,

VR “
M2

4

4v0

ż
dx6

b
|g̃

p0q
p6q |

1

3
ηadηbeηcg RabcRdeg ,

where all fluxes are purely internal, and taken in their background value. Let us make a few
comments on that result. To start with, these formulas are fairly simple, with respect to those
of [19] for instance. They simplify even more if the fluxes are constants, since the integral
becomes just a factor v0. As this potential (4.8) is expressed purely in terms of fluxes, it
should allow a simple comparison to four-dimensional gauged supergravities. It looks rather
likely to match the scalar potential obtained from the “STU-models” considered for instance
in [1, 64, 12, 13, 15] and references therein. This would provide a definite identification of
the ten-dimensional non-geometric fluxes. Another interesting feature of this result is the
somehow unexpected Racdf b

cd term in VQ: this contribution does not depend on the Q-flux.
But viewing this scalar potential as generated from (squares of) a superpotential in a standard
manner, the presence of such a mixed term can be understood. Given the generic scaling with
ρ in (4.3), it is actually here the only possible mixed term, and only place, where it could
appear. This term will also play an important role when looking for pure NSNS solutions in
section 4.1.2. We leave to future work a precise verification of our potential matching the one
derived from a superpotential of gauged supergravity; let us though give a further argument
in favor of our scalar potential being the correct one.

The work of [27, 65, 66, 32] starts with a generic generalized vielbein in DFT. Upon few
assumptions, among which the dependence in these vielbeins on the (doubled) coordinates,
a four-dimensional action of gauged supergravity including non-geometric fluxes is recovered
by a dimensional reduction from DFT. An essential object in this procedure is a generalized
structure constant, related to the generalized vielbein in a similar fashion as the standard
one (A.4). According to its indices being up or down (in the same sense as (2.3)), this object
generates one of the four NSNS fluxes appearing in (4.3). Interestingly, this reproduction
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from DFT of the correct four-dimensional action, and of the Bianchi identities for the fluxes
[1], only relies on that generalized structure constant. It is somehow independent of the
actual content of the generalized vielbein. On the contrary, specifying the latter corresponds
to distinguishing its various components, such as e, b, β, and giving accordingly a relation
between the (non)-geometric fluxes and these more fundamental fields. But doing so is only
a “ten-dimensional matter”, because these fields only play a role at that level. Going from
DFT, expressed in terms of a generic generalized vielbein, to four dimensions, one does not
need to look at the “intermediate step” that is the ten-dimensional theory. In [27, 32], a form
of the generalized vielbeins is nevertheless specified. Choosing b “ 0 there leads to the same
generalized vielbein as our Ẽ (1.1) (we come back in section 4.1.3 to the case with b ‰ 0).
Applying in their DFT context the strong constraint B̃ “ 0 should then reduce their formalism
to our ten-dimensional theory. As mentioned in the Introduction, the expressions for their
non-geometric fluxes Qa

bc and Rabc then also reduce to the ones considered here. Therefore,
our ten-dimensional theory is in some sense contained as a subcase in their DFT approach,
where one chooses a particular explicit form for the generalized vielbein. Since they claim to
reproduce the correct four-dimensional gauged supergravity, we conclude that reducing our
ten-dimensional theory should provide the same result. As a consequence, the above potential
should be the correct one.17

4.1.2 Pure NSNS solutions

We now turn to the question of finding new ten-dimensional solutions, satisfying the com-
pactification ansatz described around (4.1). Interestingly, having a theory in ten dimensions
expressed in terms of Q- and R-fluxes allows, for the first time, to look directly there for
solutions with non-geometric fluxes, especially some that fit the standard compactification
ansatz. The NSNS sector alone, that we consider in this paper, may though be too restricted
to get such solutions. Indeed, considering the above compactification ansatz, together with
the standard ten-dimensional NSNS Lagrangian LNSNS (1.5), only leads to trivial solutions.
In other words, taking the above ansatz, with in particular no Ramond-Ramond or gauge flux
contribution, no brane or orientifold plane (no warp factor), and a constant dilaton, leads to
a solution with a vanishing H-flux, a flat internal manifold and a flat four-dimensional space-
time. A way to reach this conclusion is to follow the analogous reasoning [62] to the one
made below, where we essentially combine conditions obtained from the Einstein and dilaton
equations of motion. The more general framework of [68] gives the same result.18

Despite this analogy, let us indicate a possibility to get pure NSNS solutions of β-
supergravity. Such solutions should satisfy the equations of motion given in (1.28), (1.29)
and (1.30). As in the above ansatz, we consider a constant dilaton φ̃. Motivated by the
discussion around (4.6), we additionally look for solutions satisfying T m “ 0.19 These two

17This discussion and the work done here seem to be in agreement with the results of [67], that appeared
during the completion of the present paper.

18In the absence of any brane or orientifold plane, and of any Ramond-Ramond field, the integrated Einstein
equation gives the cosmological constant in terms of the on-shell bulk action Sbulk [68]. Two other equations
of that paper then play a role: a first one relates Sbulk to the square of the H-flux, while a second one makes
Sbulk vanish for this set of fields and sources. One therefore gets a four-dimensional Minkowski space-time and
no flux.

19The condition T
m “ ∇pβmp “ 0 is not too constraining for the fluxes. Indeed, this trace of ∇β does not

appear directly in the fluxes; equivalently in flat indices, the combinations appearing in the right-hand side of
(4.7) do not enter directly the definitions of the (flat) fluxes (1.14) and (B.16). There is also no combination
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conditions simplify the ten-dimensional equations of motion to

R ` qR ´
1

2
R2 “ 0 , (4.9)

Rpq ´ g̃mppg̃qqn
qRmn `

1

4
g̃pmg̃qng̃rsg̃uvRmruRnsv “ 0 , (4.10)

´
1

2
g̃msg̃rug̃np

q∇mRsun `
1

2
g̃npg̃rq g̃sm∇m∇sβ

nq ` 2g̃nrpRrssβns ´ ∇qpg̃nrp∇rsβ
nqq “ 0 . (4.11)

The compactification ansatz leads to having a vanishing four-dimensional Ricci tensor from
the Einstein equation (there is no contribution to the four-dimensional energy momentum
tensor), so in particular

Rp4q “ 0 . (4.12)

For a maximally symmetric four-dimensional space-time, this condition makes it Minkowski.
Taking the ten-dimensional trace of the Einstein equation (4.10), one obtains

Rp4q ` Rp6q ´ qR `
3

2
R2 “ 0 . (4.13)

These two conditions, together with the dilaton equation of motion (4.9), are solved by the
following constraints on the internal quantities

´ 2Rp6q “ R2 “ qR . (4.14)

On the contrary to the situation with standard NSNS fields as in (1.5), the internal quantities
here can a priori be found non-vanishing! This is essentially due to the presence of three types
of fluxes, instead of two for the standard NSNS case (see for instance the potential (4.3)).
This asymmetry may look surprising when simply counting the degrees of freedom from the
fundamental fields: b and β have the same number. An asymmetry nevertheless appears when
looking at the placement of indices of these two fields, with respect to that of the derivative
Bm. This difference allows at the supergravity level to define two fluxes from β and only one
from b, as clearly seen from their definitions. A related question is that of the independence
of Q and R. At least, we see from (B.16) that an R-flux can be present without a Q-flux,
the other way round being obvious. Thanks to the three fluxes and associated quantities in
(4.14), the system is not over constrained, on the contrary to the standard NSNS case, so we
conclude that interesting pure NSNS solution could here in principle be found.

Solving the condition (4.14) is nevertheless not simple. As R2 ě 0, a non-trivial solution
would have a negatively curved internal manifold: Rp6q ă 0. All nilmanifolds (except the
torus), as well as some solvmanifolds, verify this requirement; they additionally satisfy by
definition the unimodularity condition (4.5) on f . So this is an interesting set to look for
solutions. A review on solvmanifolds can be found in [62], and more examples are present
in [69, 70]. A larger set of interesting Lie group based manifolds is described in [71]. The
condition (4.14) however implies as well that qR ě 0. Imposing in addition the tracelessness
condition (4.5) gives, from (1.20) and (1.21)

qR “ ´
1

4

´
ηadηbeηcgQa

bcQd
eg ` 2ηcdQa

bcQb
ad ` 2Racdf b

cdηab

¯
. (4.15)

of (components of) the fluxes that gives T
a. So it appears like an independent quantity, that we then fix

to a desired value; this is consistent with its interpretation as a conformal weight. Note also T
m “ 0 is an

interesting intermediate condition between no assumption and the simplifying assumption of [7]: the latter
implied not only T

m “ 0 but also a vanishing R-flux, while we can still have here a non-zero R-flux.
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Getting the above positive is not easy, as the first term is negative. The last term in Racdf b
cd

could certainly help, so it should better be non-vanishing. This simple analysis already leads
to non-trivial constraints on the field configuration. We tried to solve the qR ą 0 condition on
a few manifolds of [62], namely one or two Heisenberg manifolds (the twisted torus of section
4.2.1) denoted by the algebra g3.1, and those associated to g

´1
3.4, g

0
3.5, as well as g

0,0,r
5.17 also

called s 2.5 (the last two manifolds can be negatively curved for appropriately chosen radii).
With reasonable ansätze for the fluxes, the sum of the last two terms in (4.15) was either
zero or positive, or when it was not the case, qR still failed to be positive. Finding pure NSNS
solutions with this compactification ansatz therefore looks difficult, even if a priori possible.

Let us finally say a word on the equation of motion of β (4.11), which would bring
additional constraints. Given the compactification ansatz, this equation is non-trivial only
for p, r being internal indices. An additional scalar condition can be obtained by contracting
these indices with a βpr, but the result is not enlightening. Similarly, replacing the Ricci tensor
by its expression in the Einstein equation does not seem to help for solving the equations.
Turning this equation to flat indices may on the contrary bring interesting information, as
the fluxes would appear explicitly. Doing so is however not as straightforward as for the two
other equations; we thus leave this to future work.

4.1.3 Beyond g̃, β, φ̃: extension to a complete β-supergravity and more

While an extension to a complete β-supergravity requires future work, the NSNS sector alone
considered here could already provide a lift to (the NSNS sector of) four-dimensional solutions
with non-geometric fluxes. Of particular interest are the four-dimensional de Sitter solutions
found in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Unfortunately, all those share the property of having, together
with a non-geometric flux, a non-vanishing H-flux. We believe this to be due to the orientifold
projection considered there, which is of the O3 type. An absence of H-flux (that would fit
better with our work) typically happens with an O5 or O6 projection. This leads us to
the question, already discussed in [7], of having an additional H-flux in our ten-dimensional
theory. This would imply at first to have a b-field, together with our β. This gives however too
many degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) in the NSNS sector. Such a situation could therefore only
occur in a democratic-like formalism, where one first introduces twice the standard number of
d.o.f., and then imposes a constraint to get back the right amount. A particular case of such
a scenario is for instance to have b along some directions and β along others, a “constraint”
that could be written as

bmnβnp “ 0 without sum . (4.16)

With a few more assumptions, this leads to having the H-flux only along directions orthogonal
to the non-geometric fluxes. The corresponding ten-dimensional theory would then simply be
the sum of the standard H-flux term and of the new L̃β. The de Sitter solutions mentioned
above nevertheless always have the H-flux and a non-geometric flux sharing a common direc-
tion. So such a simple extension of our present work is not enough to lift the NSNS sector of
these solutions. More involved constraints on the fields or fluxes could certainly be considered.

Having b and β together could also be rephrased [7] as choosing another generalized
vielbein, which would have a different form than the two E and Ẽ (1.1) (probably avoiding
the zero blocks present there). The simple constraint (4.16) would then correspond to b and
β being non-zero in orthogonal blocks. Given another generalized vielbein and a constraint,
one could go through the same procedure as described in section 2 with the GG formalism,
and derive the corresponding ten-dimensional Lagrangian. From this point of view, it is clear
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that the standard supergravity and the β-supergravity will always be two limits of any such
“NSNS democratic formalism”. This brings further motivation to the present work.

In [27, 32], a generalized vielbein parametrised by some b and β is considered, and formu-
las are deduced for the four NSNS fluxes in terms of these fields, as discussed at the end of
section 4.1.1. As we explained there, the precise form of the generalized vielbein has no impact
on whether the four-dimensional theory is correctly reproduced, as the latter only depends
on the fluxes, and not the fundamental ten-dimensional fields. The meaning of the precise
parametrisation used for the generalized vielbein is unclear to us at the ten-dimensional level.
In particular, no constraint on b and β is considered. As a consequence, we are not sure how
to interpret the corresponding formulas giving the (non)-geometric fluxes in terms of b and
β. But they might of course be helpful to go beyond the two limit cases.

As mentioned in the Introduction, a complete β-supergravity requires to have, on top of
the fermions, a Ramond-Ramond (RR) sector (type II) or a gauge flux sector (heterotic). Non-
geometric RR fluxes have been considered from a four-dimensional perspective [64, 72, 73].
It is likely that ten-dimensional counterparts of those would allow the completion towards
a type II β-supergravity. Similarly to the Q- and R-fluxes in terms β, we would expect
a ten-dimensional non-geometric RR flux to have an expression in terms of a new type of
gauge potential. This new field would be related by some redefinition to the standard RR
gauge potentials, analogously to β with respect to b.20 The introduction of a trivector in the
context of M-theory [74, 75] goes in this direction. Another possibility would be that the
b-field, usually entering the relation between RR fluxes and gauge potentials, should now be
turned into a β, and this would provide new types of fluxes. We hope to come back to these
ideas in future work.

Finally, RR non-geometric fluxes should have sources: those would be the non-geometric
counterparts of the D-branes at least, if not also the orientifold planes. Such objects should
as well be explored. The recent work on exotic branes is probably related to that question
(see [76, 77] and references therein). The NSNS sector should have analogous objects, and
the counterparts to the NS5-brane, namely the Q- and R-branes, were recently proposed and
studied in [76, 78, 77, 35, 79]. As for the non-geometric fluxes, all these new objects could be
interesting ingredients for phenomenology.

Let us conclude this discussion with a comment on branes world-volume theory. The
standard DBI action for a D-brane with world-volume Σ, in absence of gauge flux, is given
by

´ T

ż

Σ

e´φ
a

|PΣpg ` bq| , (4.17)

where T is the tension of the brane and PΣ is the pullback to the world-volume, applied on the
ten-dimensional metric and b-field. Using the field redefinition (1.3) and (1.4), we reformulate
this action into

´ T

ż

Σ

e´φ̃
a

|g̃|
a

|g̃´1 ` β|
a

|PΣppg̃´1 ` βq´1q| , (4.18)

which would further simplify if the ten-dimensional space-time splits into Σ and an orthogonal
space. This rewritten DBI action may play a role for the world-volume theory of the non-
geometric counterparts to D-branes. The new gauge potentials mentioned above should then
enter the other parts of such a theory.

20A similar situation could hold for the heterotic case. The introduction there of a generalized vielbein and
metric as in [61] should help to read the field redefinition of the gauge potentials, as in (1.2).
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4.2 From non-geometry to geometry

So far, we have either worked locally with our Lagrangian L̃β, or assumed an underlying
differential geometry governed by the metric g̃mn, together with possible non-geometric fluxes.
This last situation is certainly the one of interest for many applications. Although we have
not discussed this point so far, a ten-dimensional geometry with non-geometric fluxes could
be related to a non-geometry in the sense of [4, 2, 5]. This question was addressed in [7, 19, 8]
and we do not repeat here the detailed arguments, but rather bring some new material. We
first present a toroidal example of [80, 81]: it provides a good illustration of various aspects
further discussed, in particular the supergravity limit. We then tackle the question of the
(non)-geometry underlying our theory by studying the gauge symmetries of L̃β, and analysing
whether they can realise the transition functions to be used (those preserving the form of the
generalized vielbein Ẽ). For the standard NSNS description, using other symmetries for the
transition functions is the typical signal of non-geometry. This discussion is related to the
notion of the generalized cotangent bundle that we introduce.

4.2.1 The toroidal example and supergravity limit

This example is made of three different NSNS field configurations, that are T-dual to each
other thanks to Buscher T-dualities. These NSNS field configurations can either be com-
pleted with ingredients of other sectors to get supergravity solutions [82], or be background
themselves within a dilute flux approximation [83]. The last situation was used to study
classical and quantum properties of a closed string of these approximated backgrounds, and
non-commutativity was shown to appear on the non-geometric one [83]. We use here the
conventions of that paper (in particular α1 “ 1

2
and 2πH is quantized), and detail these three

field configurations in table 1. The first one is a three-torus along x1 “ x, x2 “ y, x3 “ z

with radii Rm“1,2,3, together with a dilaton φ0, and a b-field linear in the coordinate z, giving
a constant H-flux. The second one is a twisted torus, where the circle along x is fibered
over the base torus along y, z. It is the Heisenberg manifold, the simplest example of nil-
manifold; we come back to its fibration in section 4.2.2. Additionally, there is no b-field and
H-flux, but a non-zero structure constant f , that can be computed using (4.26) and (A.5).
This field configuration is T-dual to the first one along the x direction, which is an isometry.
Performing a T-duality along the other isometry, namely the y direction, one gets the third
field configuration, that is non-geometric. To see the latter, one should study how the fields
patch when going around the base circle along z. For this, it is convenient to compute the
generalized metric H given in (1.2), from which one obtains

T T
C H

ˇ̌
z“0

TC “ H
ˇ̌
z“2π

, where TC “

ˆ
13 ̟

0 13

˙
, ̟ “

¨
˝

0 2πH 0
´2πH 0 0

0 0 0

˛
‚ . (4.19)

The transition matrix TC is the one needed to patch the generalized metric around this circle
(we come back in section 4.2.2 to such matrices). TC can be viewed as a trivial embedding
in Op3, 3q of an element of the T-duality group Op2, 2q. It does not take the form of a
diffeomorphism or a b-field gauge transformation (see section 4.2.2). It is therefore a purely
stringy symmetry, required for the global completion of the geometry and field configuration:
this makes the latter an example of a non-geometry. Moving away from a standard differential
geometry can be problematic when using this solution, especially for a compactification: the
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Configuration Fields Flux (flat indices)

Torus & H-flux g “

¨
˝

R2
1 0 0

0 R2
2 0

0 0 R2
3

˛
‚ , b “

¨
˝

0 Hz 0
´Hz 0 0

0 0 0

˛
‚ , e´2φ “ e´2φ0 H123 “ H

R1R2R3

Twisted torus g “

¨
˚̊
˝

1
R2

1

´Hz
R2

1

0

´Hz
R2

1

R2
2 `

´
Hz
R1

¯2

0

0 0 R2
3

˛
‹‹‚ , b “ 0 , e´2φ “ e´2φ0R2

1 f1
23 “ ´ H

R1R2R3

Non-geometry g “ f0

¨
˚̊
˝

1
R2

1

0 0

0 1
R2

2

0

0 0
R2

3

f0

˛
‹‹‚ , b “ f0

¨
˚̋

0 ´ Hz
R2

1
R2

2

0
Hz

R2
1
R2

2

0 0

0 0 0

˛
‹‚ ,

e´2φ “ e´2φ0R2
1R2

2 f´1
0 , with f0 “

ˆ
1 `

´
Hz

R1R2

¯2
˙´1

Table 1: The toroidal example, with the standard NSNS fields and fluxes

space is not a manifold anymore, preventing it from serving as the internal compact piece.
Another indication of this point is given by the volume form which is not globally well-defined
anymore: indeed the factor

a
|g| depends on the non single-valued function f0. This can also

be seen through the dilaton being ill-defined.
These properties of the non-geometric field configuration are also known to be problematic

for the supergravity limit. The function f0 makes the radii go from below the string scale to
above, spoiling a possible large volume limit. Indeed, f0pz “ 0q “ 1, giving a large volume
limit in the regime R1 „ R2 ! 1 (choosing for simplicity the two fiber radii to be of the same

order) so that g11 „ g22 " 1. But one gets f0pz “ 2πq “ 1
M ˆ

1 `
´

2πH

R1R2

¯2
˙

, where 2πH is

quantized, when going around the base circle, leading to g11 „ g22 „
`

R1

2πH

˘2
! 1: the large

volume limit is then lost. This variation of f0 within the dilaton prevents us furthermore
from defining a (small) string coupling constant as done below (4.1). Note that despite these
two issues with the supergravity limit, this non-geometric configuration is thought to lead to
an admissible string background, because it is T-dual to standard geometric situations [51].

The field redefinition (1.3) and (1.4), or extensions of it as described in section 4.1.3, has
been proposed [7] to cure the problems of non-geometry, by restoring a standard geometry
and introducing new fluxes. For the toroidal example, the new fields, computed from the
standard NSNS ones of the non-geometric configuration, are given by

g̃ “

¨
˚̋

1
R2

1

0 0

0 1
R2

2

0

0 0 R2
3

˛
‹‚ , β “

¨
˝

0 Hz 0
´Hz 0 0

0 0 0

˛
‚ , e´2φ̃ “ e´2φ0R2

1R2
2 , Q3

12 “
H

R1R2R3

. (4.20)

A standard geometry of a three-torus is restored, together with a well-defined dilaton. When
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going around the circle along z, the β patches with a constant shift, so the Q-flux is globally
well-defined. There are further non-trivial checks indicating that this field configuration is a
good one to consider. The dependence in radii of the metric and the dilaton are the expected
(T-dual) ones. Also, the ten-dimensional Q-flux, computed from (1.14), has the same value as
the fluxes of the other field configurations, as expected from the four-dimensional T-duality
chain [1]. Additionally, it is worth emphasising that we restore, together with a standard
geometry and the well-definedness of fields, a supergravity limit. A large volume limit is
certainly possible in the regime R1 „ R2 ! 1, which is the (expected) T-dual regime to the
other two geometric field configurations. This regime is also compatible with a small string
coupling constant given by the new dilaton. We believe that these interesting properties
should hold for more examples: for instance, the two inverse powers involved in the redefinition
of the metric from g to g̃ (1.3) are generically responsible for the correct dependence in radii,
and the large volume limit. This toroidal example therefore illustrates the role of L̃β, and
β-supergravity, in providing a ten-dimensional geometric description of some non-geometries
(on the contrary to LNSNS).21 Our formalism may also describe more.

We have discussed how a large volume limit can be restored using L̃β and its fields. For
a complete supergravity limit, one should though consider all higher order corrections in α1

to such an effective theory, and verify that they are subdominant. This could be worked-
out from a world-sheet perspective. Performing the field redefinition (1.3) on the standard
bosonic string σ-model gives the following action

2

π

ż
d2σ

´`
g̃´1 ` β

˘´1
pX q

¯
mn

Bσ´X m Bσ`X n , (4.21)

where we use the conventions of [83]. This action may play a role in such a verification.
Also, the vanishing β-functionals are usually given by the standard supergravity equations of
motion. As LNSNS and L̃β only differ by a total derivative, their equations of motion should
be the same, up to the field redefinition. Therefore, the vanishing β-functionals of (4.21),
completed with the dilaton φ̃, should be given by the equations of motion derived in this
paper, namely (1.28) - (1.30).

4.2.2 β gauge transformation and generalized cotangent bundle ET ˚

Let us now discuss the symmetries of L̃β and some related aspects. Diffeomorphisms are its
first gauge symmetry: L̃β is manifestly diffeomorphism covariant, as commented in section
3.1. The field redefinition (1.3) and (1.4) relates tensors, so the notion of a diffeomorphism
remains the same through this procedure. The other gauge symmetry of the standard LNSNS

is given by the b-field gauge transformation, written for convenience with a shift matrix s
#

g Ñ g

b Ñ b ` s
, where smn “ BrmΛns , (4.22)

and Λm is subject to further constraints (see for instance [23]). By performing the field
redefinition (1.3) on (4.22), we can rewrite this transformation, using matrix notation, in

21In [7, 19, 8] was underlined the role of the total derivative difference between LNSNS and the new La-
grangian. This Bp. . . q being ill-defined would allow to have only one of the two Lagrangians well-defined, and
thus a preferred description. Considering the condition T

m “ 0 discussed in section 4.1, we see in (B.20) that
the total derivative between LNSNS and L̃β simplifies but does not vanish: it is given by B ln |g̃|

|g| , which as
argued above, is typically ill-defined.
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terms of the new fields#
g̃ Ñ

`
1 ` pg̃´1 ` βqs

˘T
g̃

`
1` pg̃´1 ` βqs

˘

β Ñ
`
1 ` pg̃´1 ` βqs

˘´1 `
β ´ pg̃´1 ` βqspg̃´1 ` βqT

˘ `
1 ` pg̃´1 ` βqs

˘´T . (4.23)

As L̃β differs only by a total derivative from LNSNS, the transformation (4.23) should be a
gauge symmetry of our Lagrangian L̃β: we call it the β gauge transformation. The novelty,
with respect to (4.22), is that g̃ changes as well as β under this gauge transformation. This is
somehow expected, as the redefinition (1.3) mixes the two fields. Although not problematic
for the theory, this behaviour of g̃ is troublesome for the interpretation of this field, that we
called so far a metric. A metric of a standard manifold should only transform under diffeo-
morphisms; if it has an additional transformation, the underlying geometry may differ from
a conventional one, or the interpretation of the field is not the correct one. We come back to
this point further down.

Let us now turn to transition functions: comparing them to the symmetries of the the-
ory is crucial to distinguish geometry from non-geometry, as discussed recently in [26]. We
introduced with the Generalized Geometry formalism in sections 2.1 and 2.2 the notion of
generalized bundle E defined over a set of patches. Its structure group Opd, dq is by definition
made of transition functions that relate the generalized frames when going from one patch
to the other. An element of the structure group, viewed as a transition matrix, therefore
acts on the generalized flat index A. For a generalized frame allowing for a splitting, one can
consider locally a generalized vielbein, as given in (2.2). A transition matrix T then relates
two generalized vielbeins on patches ζ and ϑ as

T B
A E̊A

M

ˇ̌
ζ

“ E̊B
M

ˇ̌
ϑ

. (4.24)

As discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2, preserving a specific form of the generalized frame (in
particular with a splitting) reduces generically the structure group to Gsplit. The bundle
gets reduced accordingly.22 Preserving the form of the frame with b-field (2.6) amounts
to maintain the block structure of the generalized vielbein E given in (1.1); one then has
Gsplit “ GLpd,Rq˙R

dpd´1q{2, where schematically GLpd,Rq gives the diagonal transformation
on the vielbein e, and R

dpd´1q{2 is the antisymmetric lower off-diagonal block shifting the b-
field in E [23]. The bundle then gets reduced to the generalized tangent bundle ET , that can
be viewed as a fibration of the cotangent bundle over the tangent bundle, denoted as

T ˚M ãÑ ET

Ó
T M

(4.25)

This particular ordering in the fibration can be understood when comparing with a standard
fibration, such as the one of the twisted torus considered in section 4.2.1. The Cartan one-
forms of the latter can be read from the metric in table 1, and correspond to the co-frame.
These and the frame are given for that example by

ea “ ea
mdxm “

$
’&
’%

e1 “ 1
R1

pdx ´ Hzdyq

e2 “ R2 dy

e3 “ R3 dz

, Ba “ pe´T qa
mBm “

$
’&
’%

B1 “ R1 Bx

B2 “ 1
R2

pBy ` HzBxq

B3 “ 1
R3

Bz

(4.26)

22More precisely, as discussed in section 2.2, Gsplit is a subgroup of Opd, dq ˆ R
` and it is the conformal

extension of E that gets reduced.
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The non-trivial one-form e1 is given by the sum of a (local) one-form dx along the fiber and
the connection one-form living typically on the base. This changes for the frame, where the
non-trivial one is now B2, given by the sum of a (local) base vector By, and the fiber vector
Bx multiplied by the connection one-form component. If we compare this frame structure to
that of the generalized frame with b-field (2.6), we deduce for the latter that the one-forms
ea are along the fiber, and the base directions are given by Ba. The connective structure is
given by the b-field bab, as mentioned in section 2.1. So we recover the structure (4.25) of the
generalized tangent bundle.

If we make the same comparison to the generalized frame with β (2.7), we obtain the
opposite situation: the base directions are given by the one-forms ẽa, the fiber by Ba and the
connective structure by βab. This formula (2.7) is only a local expression, but if there is a
global completion that preserves this local form of the frame, then the corresponding bundle
should be “a generalized cotangent bundle” ET ˚ , i.e.

T M ãÑ ET ˚

Ó
T ˚M

(4.27)

The associated structure group Gsplit should by definition preserve the form of the frame
(2.7). Therefore, it is again given by GLpd,Rq ˙ R

dpd´1q{2, with the difference that R
dpd´1q{2

now matches the antisymmetric upper off-diagonal block shifting β in the generalized vielbein
Ẽ of (1.1). First hints on such a bundle and its structure group were given in [22].

Having presented bundles and structure groups, we now study the corresponding transition
matrices. To ease their comparison to the symmetries discussed above, it is useful, when
possible, to go to generalized curved indices. Having at least locally generalized vielbeins,
one can define from (4.24) a transition matrix TC with curved indices

pTCqM
N ” pE̊´1qM

B

ˇ̌
ζ

T B
A E̊A

N

ˇ̌
ζ

“ E̊M
B

ˇ̌
ζ

E̊B
N

ˇ̌
ϑ

. (4.28)

The generalized vielbein, and metric H “ E̊T
I E̊ as in (1.2), then transform as

E̊A
M

ˇ̌
ζ

pTCqM
N “ E̊A

N

ˇ̌
ϑ

, T T
C H

ˇ̌
ζ

TC “ H
ˇ̌
ϑ

, (4.29)

an example of which was thus given in (4.19). If the form of the vielbein Ẽ in (1.1) is preserved
by T as it should be for ET ˚ , then we can write TC as follows

Ẽ “

ˆ
ẽ ẽβ

0 ẽ´T

˙
“

ˆ
ẽ 0
0 ẽ´T

˙ ˆ
1 β

0 1

˙
, Ẽ´1 “

ˆ
ẽ´1 ´βẽT

0 ẽT

˙
, (4.30)

TC “ Ẽ´1
ˇ̌
ζ

Ẽ
ˇ̌
ϑ

“

ˆ
∆ 0
0 ∆´T

˙ ˆ
1 ̟β

0 1

˙
with ∆ “ ẽ´1

ˇ̌
ζ

ẽ
ˇ̌
ϑ

, ̟β “ β
ˇ̌
ϑ

´ ∆´1 β
ˇ̌
ζ

∆´T .

It is worth noting that TC has the same form as Ẽ , in particular with ̟β being antisymmetric.
We can now compare these transition functions with the symmetries of the theory.

We consider a field configuration given by g̃ and β on a set of patches, together with the
transition functions relating them on the overlaps; for instance, going from ζ to ϑ, one has
some ∆ and ̟β read from (4.30). For this configuration to be a geometric one (in the sense
of L̃β), these transition functions have at least to be realised as symmetries of the theory.
This would hold in either of the following two cases:
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• The first possibility is that the transition functions are realised by the gauge symmetries
discussed above. For example, if an s exists such that

∆ “ 1` pg̃´1 ` βq
ˇ̌
ζ

s , (4.31)

̟β “ ´∆´1pg̃´1 ` βq
ˇ̌
ζ

s pg̃´1 ` βqT
ˇ̌
ζ

∆´T

“ ´
´

pg̃´1 ` βq´1
ˇ̌
ζ

` s
¯´1

s
´

pg̃´1 ` βq´1
ˇ̌
ζ

` s
¯´T

,

then the transition function is completely realised by the β gauge transformation (4.23).
Diffeomorphisms could as well be considered to realise, at least part of, the transition
functions. There is actually an interesting combination of β gauge transformation and
diffeomorphism. Suppose that on the overlap of two patches, given a matrix s and the
local expressions of g̃ and β, one finds a diffeomorphism such that

Bx1

Bx
“

´
1 ` pg̃´1 ` βq

ˇ̌
ζ

s
¯

pxq . (4.32)

Then, transforming the fields under the β gauge transformation (4.23) and further
under (the inverse of) the diffeomorphism (4.32) gives on that overlap of two patches
the effective transformation

#
g̃ Ñ g̃

β Ñ β ´ pg̃´1 ` βqspg̃´1 ` βqT
. (4.33)

For the concrete field configuration, the transformation of g̃ under the β gauge trans-
formation is compensated by a diffeomorphism, while β is only shifted.23 This effective
transformation has the advantage of avoiding an undesired transformation of the metric
discussed below (4.23). If the transition functions are realised in that manner, not only
the field configuration is geometric in the sense of L̃β, but we have a standard differential
geometry described by the metric g̃. The differential conditions (4.32) could be an im-
portant constraint for any field configuration that should be used in a compactification
for instance, and it would be interesting to study this requirement in more details.

The constraint (4.32) may also be a condition to construct a cotangent generalized
cotangent bundle ET ˚ over a manifold with metric g̃. Restricting transition functions
to be part of the set of gauge transformations already allows a priori to construct the
bundles corresponding to the theory. For the generalized vielbein E with b-field, the
elements of the transition matrix can be restricted to give only diffeomorphisms and
gauge transformations (4.22), i.e. the symmetries of the theory, and the generalized
tangent bundle ET then provides a geometric picture of it. Similarly here for Ẽ and
L̃β, we have just discussed how the transition functions (of ET ˚) could be restricted to
the symmetries of the theory, for instance through (4.31). The difference however with
the b-field case is the transformation of the metric. To define a generalized cotangent
bundle ET ˚ over a manifold with metric g̃, the restriction discussed around (4.32) might
be necessary. We leave this point to future investigations.

Even if a field configuration g̃ and β is patched as discussed above through the gauge
symmetries, so well described by the Lagrangian L̃β, there is a drawback to such a

23This effective transformation could be related to the β-diffeomorphism of [25], that acts in a similar fashion;
studying the analogue to the condition (4.32) would then be interesting.
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situation, pointed out in [26]. It is then easy to translate this whole set-up back into
the standard g and b. The transition functions, initially realised by the symmetry (4.23)
and diffeomorphisms, then translate into the symmetry (4.22) and diffeomorphisms, i.e.
the gauge symmetries of the standard LNSNS. This implies that the field configuration
is also geometric in standard NSNS terms. Such a situation is not what was aimed at
while introducing the field redefinition. Rather, an interesting case would be a field
configuration non-geometric in one set of fields becoming geometric in the other set, as
in the toroidal example. So a situation where transition functions are realised by the
two gauge symmetries of L̃β could occur, but would not be of physical interest.

The toroidal example is not realised this way, as it is non-geometric for standard NSNS
fields. More precisely, cutting the base circle into two patches, one can study the
transition functions of g and b given in table 1 on the overlaps. One sees that no
diffeomorphism on the metric can reproduce the change in the function f0, a reason
being that f0 is not periodic in z. It follows that even if the new fields g̃ and β of (4.20)
are simpler, their transition functions are not realised by diffeomorphisms and β gauge
transformation (see also [26]). Interestingly, the generalized metric H is generically
unchanged by our field redefinition (see (1.2)), so the transition matrix TC patching H

as in (4.29) is the same for both choices of generalized vielbein and fields. It is given
here by (4.19). This TC has the same form as the ones (4.30) admissible with Ẽ ; more
precisely, it simply shifts β by a constant. As argued above, this constant shift cannot
be realised by the gauge symmetries of the theory. This brings us to the second option.

• A second possibility is the presence of an additional symmetry, through which the
transition functions are realised. The symmetries of LNSNS, so of L̃β, are known to be
only the gauge symmetries. Another symmetry would then appear only if we specify
to a subcase, as a symmetry enhancement. A good example is the case studied in [7],
where an additional constraint on any field βmnBn¨ “ 0 was imposed. This restricts the
set of field configurations that can be described. The Lagrangian L̃β got reduced to a
simpler expression where β enters only through Bβ. A new symmetry of the theory then
appeared: the constant shifts of β. The toroidal example fits well with that subcase, as
it satisfies automatically the constraint. This allows to use the restricted L̃β to describe
it. Moreover, we just explained that its transition functions are given by a constant shift
of β, now a symmetry of the theory. This example can then be considered as geometric,
in the sense of L̃β. It would be interesting to generalize the situation of [7] via a more
general constraint on the fields. One could think of T m “ 0 discussed in section 4.1, or
the Bianchi identities on the fluxes [1, 84, 60]. The consequences on the construction
of a generalized cotangent bundle are also interesting. We hope to come back to this
discussion in a future publication.
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A Conventions

The flat indices are a . . . l and the curved ones are m . . . z. |g̃| denotes the absolute value of
the determinant of the metric g̃. The squares introduced are defined as

pBφq2 ” gmnBmφ Bnφ , H2 ”
1

3!
HmnpHqrsg

mqgnrgps , R2 ”
1

3!
RmnpRqrsg̃mq g̃nrg̃ps , (A.1)

pBφ̃q2 ” g̃mnBmφ̃ Bnφ̃ , pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2 ” g̃mnpβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mqpβnqBqφ̃ ´ T nq .

For a generic metric g̃mn with Levi-Civita connection, the connection coefficients, covariant
derivative, and Ricci scalar, are given by

Γm
np “

1

2
g̃mq pBng̃qp ` Bpg̃qn ´ Bq g̃npq , (A.2)

∇mV n “ BmV n ` Γn
mpV p , ∇mVn “ BmVn ´ Γp

mnVp ,

Rpg̃q “ g̃mnRmn , Rmn “ BpΓp
mn ´ BnΓq

qm ` Γp
mnΓq

qp ´ Γp
mqΓq

np .

The Riemann tensor is generically given as follows; for the Levi-Civita connection, it satisfies
the following properties

Rn
rms “ BmΓn

sr ´ BsΓn
mr ` Γq

srΓn
mq ´ Γq

mrΓn
sq , Rrs “ Rn

rns , (A.3)

g̃npRn
rms “ g̃nmRn

spr “ ´g̃nsRn
mpr “ g̃nsRn

mrp , Rn
rrmss “ 0 .

Going to flat indices, we use the vielbein ẽa
m and its inverse ẽn

b, associated to the metric as
g̃mn “ ẽa

mẽb
nηab, with ηab the components of the flat metric ηd. Tensors with flat indices are

simply defined with the multiplication by the appropriate (inverse) vielbein(s), for instance
βab “ ẽa

mẽb
nβmn, and we also denote Ba “ ẽm

aBm. Going to matrix notation, one should
be careful that the matrix product reproduces the correct index contraction. With the line
index always on the left and the column on the right, whatever up or down, one then has
sometimes to take the transpose. For instance, g̃ “ ẽT ηdẽ, βflat “ ẽβẽT and bflat “ e´T be´1,
where pẽT qm

a “ pẽqa
m “ ẽa

m and pẽ´T qb
n “ pẽ´1qn

b “ ẽn
b. From the vielbeins, one defines

the structure constant fa
bc (or so-called geometric flux) as

fa
bc “ 2ẽa

mBrbẽ
m

cs “ ´2ẽm
rcBbsẽ

a
m , (A.4)

2BraBbs “ f c
abBc . (A.5)

The spin connection coefficient is defined as in (1.15) by ωa
bc ” ẽn

b ωn
a

c

” ẽn
bẽ

a
m

`
Bnẽm

c ` ẽp
cΓ

m
np

˘
. For the Levi-Civita connection, one can show, as given in (1.16),

that ωa
bc “ 1

2

`
fa

bc ` ηadηcef e
db ` ηadηbef e

dc

˘
. One then has the following properties

ηdcωa
bc “ ´ηacωd

bc , fa
bc “ 2ωa

rbcs , fa
ab “ ωa

ab . (A.6)

The Ricci scalar in flat indices is then given by Rpg̃q “ 2ηbcBaωa
bc ` ηbcωa

adωd
bc ´ ηbcωa

dbω
d
ac, as

in (1.19).
Finally, we consider (constant) matrices γa with flat indices, satisfying the standard Clif-

ford algebra and the following associated properties [85]

tγa, γbu “ 2ηab , rγa, γbs “ 2γab with γa1a2...ap ” γra1γa2 . . . γaps , γaγb “ ηab ` γab (A.7)

γaγbc “ γabc ` 2ηarbγcs , tγa, γbcdu “ 6ηarbγcds , γaγbcd “ γabcd ` 3ηarbγcds (A.8)

rγab, γcds “ ´8δ
rc
rgγhs

dsηagηbh, tγab, γcdu “ 2γabcd ´ 4ηcraηbsd (A.9)

tγabc, γdef u “ 18δ
rd
rg γhis

efsηagηbhηci ´ 12δd
rgδe

hδ
f
isη

agηbhηci . (A.10)
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B Writing L̃β and L̃0 with flat indices and relating them

In this appendix, we write L̃β given (1.9) and L̃0 given in (1.6) in terms of fields with flat
indices. In particular, we introduce the Q-flux defined in (1.14). We also prove the equality
of these two Lagrangians, up to a total derivative that we work-out. This realises explicitly
the second line of the diagram (1.8).

We start by rewriting L̃β. It essentially amounts to writing qR in terms of objects with flat
indices. Indeed, the two dilaton terms and the R-flux term only involve tensors, for which the
rewriting with flat indices is straightforward: one simply multiplies by vielbeins. In addition,
the standard Ricci scalar Rpg̃q can be expressed in terms of f as in (1.19). So let us focus on
qR: it is defined in terms of the Ricci tensor qRmn, itself expressed in terms of the connection
qΓ in (1.10). One can first write this qΓ in terms of quantities with flat indices. Using its
definition (1.11), and the definitions (1.14) and (1.18) of Q and ωQ, one can show

qΓmn
p “ ´ẽa

pẽm
bẽ

n
cωQ

bc
a

´ ẽa
pβmrBrẽn

a , (B.1)

which is equivalent to (1.17). Using this expression within qRmn, one gets

qRmn “
´

2βcrgBcβ
asd ´ 2ωQ

rags
b βbd

¯
ẽm

gBdẽn
a ` 2βcrgβasdẽm

gBcBdẽn
a (B.2)

`
´

βbcBcωQ
ga
b ´ βgcBcωQ

ba
b

` ωQ
ga
b ωQ

hb
h

´ ωQ
hg
b ωQ

ba
h

¯
ẽm

g ẽn
a .

Using then the identities (analogous to the following (B.14) and (B.17))

2βcrgβasdẽm
gBcBdẽn

a “ βacβgbfd
cbẽ

m
gBdẽn

a , (B.3)
´

2βcrgBcβ
asd ´ Qb

agβbd
¯

ẽm
gBdẽn

a ` βacβgbfd
cbẽ

m
gBdẽn

a “ ´Ragdẽm
gBdẽn

a , (B.4)

one gets

qRab “ βcdBdωQ
ab
c

´ βacBcωQ
db
d

` ωQ
ab
d

ωQ
cd
c

´ ωQ
ca
d

ωQ
db
c

´
1

2
Racdf b

cd . (B.5)

Making use of some of the following properties of ωQ (analogous to those of ω and f in (A.6))

ηdcωQ
bc
a

“ ´ηacωQ
bc
d

, Qa
bc “ 2ωQ

rbcs
a

, ωQ
ad
a

“ Qa
ad , ηbcωQ

bc
a

“ ηadQb
db , (B.6)

one forms RQ defined in (1.20) and obtains

qR “ RQ ´
1

2
Racdf b

cdηab , (B.7)

given also in (1.21).24 This ends the rewriting of L̃β with flat indices, as given in (1.22).

24As pointed out in footnote 5, the difference between qR and RQ is somehow unexpected. It could come
from the placement of m, n indices in the terms βmqBq

qΓpn
p ´ qΓqm

p
qΓpn

q of qRmn: the analogous terms in the
generic Rmn (A.2) have different placements. Another possible explanation can be found in the commutator

of two q∇: it is not only given by a Riemann tensor, but also by an R-flux [18, 19], that may correspond to

the one appearing here in qR ´ RQ. A consequence of this difference is on the tensorial properties: the term
in Racdfb

cd is a scalar with respect to diffeomorphisms, but not Lorentz transformations (similarly to fa
bc).

The same therefore holds for RQ, while qR is always a scalar.
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Let us now turn to L̃0. It is convenient to introduce the following quantity Ea
bc, and show

these various properties

Ea
bc ” ẽa

mBbẽ
m

c , fa
bc “ 2Ea

rbcs (B.8)

ẽm
cẽ

a
pẽb

qBmβpq “ Qc
ab ´ 2βdraEbs

dc , ẽm
cẽ

a
pẽb

qBmg̃pq “ 2ηdpaEbq
cd .

These formulas make it simpler to rewrite L̃0 into flat indices. In particular, to introduce
Qc

ab, one just replaces all Bβ as in (B.8). This way, one rewrites three lines of L̃0 as

´
1

4
g̃mpg̃nqg̃rs Brβpq Bsβmn `

1

2
g̃mnBpβqm Bqβpn (B.9)

` g̃nqg̃rsβnm
`
Bpβqr Bmg̃ps ` Bpg̃qr Bmβps

˘

´
1

4
g̃mpg̃nqg̃rs

`
βruβsvBug̃pq Bv g̃mn ´ 2βmuβnvBug̃qr Bv g̃ps

˘

“ ´
1

4
ηabηcdηef Qe

acQf
bd `

1

2
ηabQc

daQd
cb

`
1

2
ηab

´
βacQc

gdf b
gd ` 2βgcQg

befa
ec ` 4βaeQg

bcEg
ec

¯

`
1

2
ηab

´
2βagβbdEf

gcE
c
df ` βfgβdcfa

gcf
b
fd ` 4βagβcdf b

fdEf
pcgq

¯
,

where antisymmetry of β, Q, or f has been used. We then turn to the remaining line of
interest in L̃0. It includes the dilaton through d that was defined in (1.4). For this reason the
following identities are useful

Bmd “ Bmφ̃ `
1

4
g̃pqBmg̃pq , Bm ln

a
|g̃| “ ´

1

2
g̃pqBmg̃pq , (B.10)

as well as the trace of the connection T n defined in (1.12), recognised to be a tensor

T n ” qΓpn
p “ Bpβnp ´

1

2
βnmg̃pqBmg̃pq “

1a
|g̃|

Bp

´
βnp

a
|g̃|

¯
“ ∇pβnp , (B.11)

with the standard covariant derivative defined in (A.2). This T n appears in the second dilaton
term in L̃β. Because the structure of L̃β (in both curved and flat indices) is fairly simple
compared to that of L̃0, it seems interesting to reach such a structure here. To do so, let us
make this second dilaton term appear. So we first rewrite the line of interest of L̃0 as follows

4g̃mnβmpβnqBpd Bqd ´ 2Bpd Bq pg̃mnβmpβnqq (B.12)

“ e2d Bm

ˆ
e´2d

|g̃|
Bn

`
g̃pqβpmβqn|g̃|

˘
´ 4e´2dβpmg̃pqT q

˙

` 4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2 ` g̃mnβmpβnq

˜
2a
|g̃|

BpBq

a
|g̃| ´ 3Bp ln

a
|g̃| Bq ln

a
|g̃|

¸

` βmrβns
`
g̃mpg̃nqBrBsg̃pq ´ 2g̃nq g̃mug̃pvBpr g̃pqBsqg̃

uv
˘

´ 2g̃mpg̃nqBr g̃pq
´

βmrBsβns ´ βnsBsβmr ` βmrβnsBs ln
a

|g̃|
¯

´ g̃mn pBpβmpBqβnq ` BpβmqBqβnp ´ 2βmpBpBqβnqq

` g̃mn

´
2βmpBpβnqBq ln

a
|g̃| ´ 2βmpBqβnqBp ln

a
|g̃|

¯
,
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where we essentially introduced total derivatives to treat the terms linear in Bφ̃. One then
uses (B.8) to go to flat indices, being careful with second order derivatives. The combination
Ea

ba “ ´Bb ln
a

|g̃| is also useful. One finally obtains

4g̃mnβmpβnqBpd Bqd ´ 2Bpd Bq pg̃mnβmpβnqq (B.13)

“ e2d Bm

ˆ
e´2d

|g̃|
Bn

`
g̃pqβpmβqn|g̃|

˘
´ 4e´2dβpmg̃pqT q

˙

` 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ` 2ηabβ
acBcQd

bd ´ ηab

´
Qc

acQd
bd ` Qc

bdQd
ac

¯

` 2ηabQc
bd

´
βfaEc

fd ` βcf fa
fd

¯
` ηabβ

cdβfefa
fdf b

ec ´ ηabβ
acβbdEf

cgEg
df

` ηabβ
ac

ˆ
βef Bf Eb

ce ´ βef BcE
b
fe `

1

2
βfeEb

cgf g
fe ` βgeEb

feEf
gc ` 3βgf Ee

cgf b
fe

˙
.

Using in addition the identity

Bf Eb
ce ´ BcE

b
fe “ Eb

cdEd
fe ´ Eb

fdEd
ce ` Eb

defd
fc , (B.14)

and summing the two non-trivial contributions (B.9) and (B.13) of L̃0, one eventually gets

e2dL̃0 “ Rpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ´
1

2
R2 ` 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 (B.15)

` 2ηabβ
acBcQd

bd ´
1

4
ηabηcdηef Qe

acQf
bd ´ ηab

ˆ
Qc

acQd
bd `

1

2
Qc

adQd
bc

˙

` ηab

ˆ
1

2
βacQc

fdf b
fd ´ βfcQc

adf b
fd

˙
`

1

2
ηabβ

fcβdefa
fdf b

ec ` ηabβ
acβef f b

fdfd
ce

` e2d Bm

ˆ
e´2d

|g̃|
Bn

`
g̃pqβpmβqn|g̃|

˘
´ 4e´2dβpmg̃pqT q

˙
.

As already mentioned, the first row is simple to turn into flat, as mostly tensors are involved.
In particular, it is worth noting for the R-flux, using (A.6)

Rabc “ ẽa
mẽb

nẽc
p3βqrm∇qβnps “ 3βdra∇dβbcs

“ 3βdraBdβbcs ´ 3βdraf b
deβcse “ 3βdraQd

bcs ` 3βdraf b
deβcse , (B.16)

from which it is easy to show that

Rabcf e
bcηae “ ´ηab

´
βacQc

fdf b
fd ´ 2βfcQc

adf b
fd ` βfcβdefa

fdf b
ec ` 2βacβef f b

fdfd
ce

¯
(B.17)

allowing to rewrite the last but one row of (B.15). The second line of (B.15) can be rewritten
using RQ defined in (1.20), the properties of ωQ given in (B.6), and the following

ηbcωQ
db
a

ωQ
ac
d

“
1

4
ηabηcdηef Qe

acQf
bd `

1

2
ηabQc

adQd
bc . (B.18)

Using these results, one rewrites (B.15) as

e2dL̃0 “ Rpg̃q ` 4pBφ̃q2 ´
1

2
R2 ` 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ` RQ ´

1

2
Rabcf e

bcηae (B.19)

` e2d Bm

ˆ
e´2d

|g̃|
Bn

`
g̃pqβpmβqn|g̃|

˘
´ 4e´2dβpmg̃pqT q

˙
.
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We recognise L̃β given in (1.22), up to a total derivative.
From this result and (1.6), we obtain the final relation between the various Lagrangians

LNSNS ´ Bm

´
e´2d

`
g̃mng̃pqBng̃pq ´ gmngpqBngpq ` Bnpg̃mn ´ gmnq

˘¯
(B.20)

“ L̃0

“ L̃β ` Bm

ˆ
e´2d

|g̃|
Bn

`
g̃pqβpmβqn|g̃|

˘
´ 4e´2dβpmg̃pqT q

˙
,

that realises the second line of the diagram (1.8). The total derivative between LNSNS and
L̃β can be simplified a little by noticing at first, as in [7, 19], that g̃mn ´ gmn “ ´g̃pqβpmβqn.

As a final digression, let us give a first step in an attempt to relate directly LNSNS and L̃β

in flat indices. Doing so would amount to translate the various quantities with flat indices
appearing in the former. To start with, one can show (see (C.13) and (C.14)) from the field
redefinition of the metric (1.3) that the vielbeins are related by ea

m “ ka
bpF ´1qb

c ẽc
m where

F a
b “ δa

b ` βacηcb and k P Opd ´ 1, 1q. From this relation, one can compute the structure

constant f̂a
bc for the vielbein ea

m with A.4, in terms of the new fields. Assuming k constant,
one gets

f̂a
bc “ pk´1qd

bpk´1qf
c ka

hpF ´1qh
i

`
f i

df ` 2ηlrf F e
dsQe

il ` 2βijηlrdf l
fsj (B.21)

` 2ηjdηlf βgiβerjf ls
eg ` ηjdηlf βejβglf i

ge

˘
.

This formula could then be used to rewrite the Ricci scalar of LNSNS. If we make the same
simplifying assumptions as in [7], leading in particular to (D.19), and taking as in that paper
ka

b “ δa
b , the above expression reduces to

pF ´1qa
i

`
f i

bc ` 2ηlrcQbs
il ` 2βijηlrbf

l
csj

˘

“fa
bc ` pF ´1qa

i

`
2ηlrcQbs

il ´ βijηjlf
l
bc ` 2βijηlrbf

l
csj

˘
, (B.22)

that corrects the wrong equation (4.19) of [7]. Analogously to (B.16), one also has Habc “
3Brabbcs ` 3f̂d

rabbcsd. Using this, one could also rewrite the corresponding term in LNSNS.

C Derivation of L̃β from an Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q structure

In this appendix, we provide details on computations mentioned in section 2.3. These allow
eventually to derive the Lagrangian L̃β given in (1.22) using the Generalized Geometry for-
malism. We also detail the claim that the field redefinition is an Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q
transformation.

C.1 Determination of the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q derivative

In section 2.3, we explain how preserving an Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q structure leads generically
to the derivative (2.40). We determine here the various pieces of this derivative for the frame
(2.7) and derivative (2.30), following the procedure described in that section. To start with,
the derivatives BA in the unbarred - barred notation can be read after a simple rotation (2.35)
from the up/down one

BA “

#
Ba “ Ba ` ηabβ

bcBc

Ba “ Ba ´ ηabβ
bcBc

, (C.1)
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where in the right-hand sides we do not write the δ’s and use the alignment of vielbeins. We
now consider the connection. Ω̂ is made of the (former) Opd, dq piece Ω, and a piece due to
the conformal weight; let us start with Ω alone. Its fully unbarred component is given by a
rotation from up/down components, as follows

Ωa
b
c “ Pa

DPc
F pP ´T qb

E Ωpu{dqD
E

F (C.2)

“
1

2

´
δd

apΩd
b
c ` ηbeηcf Ωde

f q ` ηadpΩdb
c ` ηbeηcf Ωd

e
f q ` ηadηcf δb

eΩdef
¯

, (C.3)

where we used the fixing discussed in section 2.2 Ωd
ef “ Ωd

ef “ Ωdef “ 0, that lead eventually
to the derivative (2.30). We also identified there

Ωa
b
c “ ωb

ac , Ωa
b
c “ ωQ

ac
b

, Ωabc “ Ωrabcs “
1

3
Rabc . (C.4)

We recall as well that ΩDe
f “ ´ΩD

f
e. Using these results and the antisymmetry properties

of ω and ωQ, we conclude

Ωa
b
c “ ωb

ac ´ ηadωQ
db
c

`
1

6
ηadηcf δb

eRdef . (C.5)

One proceeds similarly for the other unbarred - barred components of Ω. A subtlety occurs
for the mixed components, because of the projection to the Opd´1, 1qˆOp1, d´1q structure.
For instance, in Ωa

b
c, one gets a piece given by ´1

2
ηagηchδ

g
dδb

eδh
f Ωdef (we write all δ’s to clarify

the discussion). Ωdef has been identified in section 2.2 with its fully antisymmetrised part,
itself related to the R-flux. However, because of the projection, one should be careful in
the placement of unbarred and barred indices. As discussed above (2.40), the two indices
on the right should be of the same type. Therefore, out of the decomposition Ωrdefs “
3pΩdrefs ` Ωfrdes ` Ωerfdsq, one should only keep the contribution of the first term. This leads
to ´1

2
ηagηchδ

g
dδb

eδh
f Rdef .

Finally, let us consider the other piece of Ω̂, namely the contribution to be added due
to the conformal weight. In [23], it is changed from (2.10) in the up/down notation to the
following in the unbarred - barred25

Ω̂A
B

C “ ΩA
B

C ´
1

9
pδB

A ΛC ´ ηACηBEΛEq , (C.6)

where we believe that the normalisation factor 9 can be understood as δa
a ´ 1 “ δa

a ´ 1. The
trace of the above remains the same as that of (2.10), i.e. given by

Ω̂D
D

C “ ΩD
D

C ´ ΛC . (C.7)

This implies that the identification of Λ (2.26) made thanks to the torsion-free condition is
in any case valid. So we follow here the same prescription (C.6), and should only define the
unbarred - barred components of Λ from the up/down ones (2.20). This is done again by a
rotation

ΛC “

#
Λc “ λc ` ηcdξd

Λc “ λc ´ ηcdξd
. (C.8)

Combining all these contributions to (2.40), we obtain eventually the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q
derivative as given in (2.41).

25It is worth noting that this term Ω̂A
B

C ´ ΩA
B

C in (C.6) is automatically compatible with the metric ηAB ,
on the contrary to the one in (2.10). This is consistent with the fact that Ω̂ is the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q
connection, and that there is no conformal factor in the structure group anymore.
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C.2 The field redefinition is an Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q transformation

We make here a short digression to comment on the transformation relating the generalized
vielbeins E and Ẽ in (1.1). Let us first consider formally a 2d ˆ 2d matrix K given in terms
of generic d ˆ d matrices O1 and O2 or the combinations O˘ as

K “

ˆ
O1 O2 η´1

d

ηd O2 ηd O1 η´1
d

˙
, O˘ “ O1 ˘ O2 . (C.9)

Then, one can show the equivalence between the four following sets of conditions

K P Op2d ´ 2, 2q
KT

I K “ I
ô

K P Opd, dq
KT ηpu{dq K “ ηpu{dq

ô
O` P Opd ´ 1, 1q , O´ P Op1, d ´ 1q

OT
˘ p˘ηdq O˘ “ ˘ηd

ô
OT

1 ηd O1 ` OT
2 ηd O2 “ ηd

OT
1 ηd O2 ` OT

2 ηd O1 “ 0
, (C.10)

with I defined in (1.1) and ηpu{dq in (2.1).

Let us now show that such a matrix K is the one allowing to transform one generalized
vielbein into the other

E “ KẼ ô K “ EẼ´1 “

ˆ
eẽ´1 ´eβẽT

e´T bẽ´1 e´T ẽT ´ e´T bβẽT

˙
. (C.11)

To do so, we need the information that the fields in (C.11) are not independent but related
by the field redefinition (1.3). We rewrite the latter in a more convenient way26

eT ηde “ ẽT F ´T ηdF ´1ẽ

b “ ´ẽT F ´T ηdẽβẽT ηdF ´1ẽ
, with F “ 1 ` ẽβẽT ηd (C.13)

ô e “ kF ´1ẽ , e´T be´1 “ ´k´T ηdẽβẽT ηdk´1 , with kT ηdk “ ηd . (C.14)

A little algebra then allows to show that K defined in (C.11) can be written as in (C.9), with

O1 “ kF ´1 , O2 “ kpF ´1 ´ 1q . (C.15)

Interestingly, the field redefinition that we used to obtain this result is equivalent to having
K P Op2d ´ 2, 2q. Therefore, the properties (C.10) should be automatically satisfied with
(C.15). It is indeed the case: when using (C.15), they boil down to the condition

2F ´T ηdF ´1 “ ηdF ´1 ` F ´T ηd ô 2ηd “ F T ηd ` ηdF , (C.16)

which is true given the definition of F . To conclude, we have shown that the transformation
taking us from E to Ẽ and realising the field redefinition is given by the matrix K in (C.9)
with the entries (C.15), and it satisfies the properties (C.10).

26The starting point to get (C.13) is to rewrite (1.3) as

g “ pg̃´1 ´ βq´1
g̃

´1
g̃g̃

´1pg̃´1 ` βq´1
, b “ ´pg̃´1 ´ βq´1

βpg̃´1 ` βq´1
, (C.12)

where the change of sign in front of β in the brackets with respect to (1.3) is actually allowed: this sign can
be chosen freely without affecting the field redefinition [7].
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The fact that K P Opd, dq is also important as it acts on the Opd, dq index of the generalized
vielbeins. As such, it can then be rotated as described in (2.35). One obtains the simple result

P ´T KP T “

ˆ
O` 0
0 O´

˙
. (C.17)

This result makes it obvious that this transformation is an Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q [22],
thanks to the equivalence (C.10). Additionally, it coincides with the Opd ´ 1, 1q ˆ Op1, d ´ 1q
structure we want to preserve in section 2.3. As a side remark, note though that it does not
survive the alignment of vielbeins we impose there, as O` ‰ O´ a priori. This is expected
because this transformation does not even preserve the form of the generalized vielbeins (by
definition), i.e. one has K R Gsplit for either of the two frames (2.6) and (2.7). More precisely
for this particular K,

O` “ O´ ô F “ 1 ô β “ 0 ô b “ 0 , (C.18)

which is indeed the only case where the form of the generalized vielbeins is preserved (they
are actually the same, up to k).

C.3 Computation of S

In this appendix, we compute explicitly the quantity S as given in (2.56), using the definitions
of section 2.3, analogously to [34]. As explained below (2.56), the first three lines of this
expression should vanish: let us first detail the verification of this point. To start with, we
compute, using (A.5), (A.7), and the alignment of vielbeins

γaγbpBa ` ηadβdeBeqpBb ` ηbcβ
cf Bf q ´ ηabpBa ´ ηadβdeBeqpB

b
´ ηbcβ

cf B
f
q (C.19)

“γab

˜
1

2
f f

ab ` ηadβdef f
eb ´ ηadBbpβdf q ` ηadηbcβ

de

ˆ
Bepβcf q `

1

2
βcgf f

eg

˙ ¸
Bf ` 2Bcpβcf qBf .

One should then verify that

0 “ 2Bcpβcf qBf ` 2ηacXcpBa ` ηadβdeBeq ´ ZaηabpB
b

´ ηbcβ
cf B

f
q , (C.20)

0 “ γab

˜
1

2
f f

abBf ` ηadβdef f
ebBf ´ ηadBbpβdf qBf ` ηadηbcβ

de

ˆ
Bepβcf q `

1

2
βcgf f

eg

˙
Bf

` 6ηceXreabspBc ` ηcdβdf Bf q ´ 2ηdeY
dab

pBe ´ ηecβ
cf B

f
q

¸
. (C.21)

To prove (C.20), it is useful to recall that Λ was given in (2.42), and that one can rewrite ξ

from (2.28) as

ξd “ βdeλe ´ 2T d . (C.22)

Using (B.6), (2.27), and (A.6), one then verifies (C.20). To prove (C.21), one can decompose
it into the terms having no, one, two, or three β, and show that they vanish separately. The
antisymmetry of the a, b indices and the properties of ω and ωQ are useful, together with the
alignment of vielbeins and (B.16), to prove the cancellation in (C.21).
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We are then left with the last three lines of (2.56). Using the identities (A.8), (A.10) and
(A.9), one can rewrite these lines, and therefore S, as

´
1

4
Sǫ` (C.23)

“

«
pγabcf ` 3ηarbγcfsqpBa ` ηadβdeBeqpXbcf q ` γaγcpBa ` ηadβdeBeqpXcq

`
1

2
XadeXbcf p18δ

rb
rgγhis

cfsηagηdhηei ´ 12δb
rgδc

hδ
f
isη

agηdhηeiq ` XadeXcp6ηcraγdesq ` XaXcγ
aγc

´ ηabpBa ´ ηadβdeBeqpY
bcf

qγcf ´
1

2
ηabYadeY

bcf
p2γdecf ´ 4ηcrdηesf q ´ ZaηabY

bcf
γcf

ff
ǫ` .

To compute this expression, we decompose it into the various orders of antisymmetric products
of γ matrices. The zeroth order will give the scalar of interest, while the higher orders (two
and four γ’s) will vanish. This is consistent with the idea of S being a scalar. The following
identities will be helpful to show the vanishing of the terms at order γab, and γabcd

Braf e
bfs “f e

drafd
bfs , (C.24)

BraQfs
de ´ βgrdBgf es

af “
1

2
Qg

def g
af ´ 2Qra

grdf es
fsg , (C.25)

BaRghi ´ 3βdrgBdQa
his “ ´ 3Rdrghf is

ad ` 3Qa
drgQd

his , (C.26)

βgrdBgRabcs “ ´
3

2
RgrdaQg

bcs . (C.27)

Let us start with the terms at order γab. We proceed by using the explicit expressions for
Xade, Xa, Y

bcf
and Za, the alignment of vielbeins, and computing separately the terms at

each order in β. At zeroth order in β the following equation holds thanks to (C.24) with two
indices contracted

0 “
3

4
ηarbγcfsηceBaωe

bf `
1

2
γacBapωg

gc ´ λcq `
3

4
ηdhωh

aepωg
gc ´ λcqηcraγdes (C.28)

´
1

4
ηabηceBaωe

bf
γcf ´

1

4
pωg

ga ´ λaqηabηceωe
bf

γcf .

At first order in β, we make use of (C.24) and (C.25) with two indices contracted to show

0 “
3

4
ηarbγcfsp´ηceηbhBaωQ

he
f

` ηadηcgβdeBeω
g
bf q (C.29)

`
1

2
γacpηceBapωQ

de
d

´ ξeq ` ηadβdeBepωg
gc ´ λcqq

`
3

4
pηdhωh

aeηcgpωQ
dg
d ´ ξgq ´ ηdgηahωQ

hg
e

pωg
gc ´ λcqqηcraγdes

´
1

4
pηceBaωQ

ae
f

´ ηceβ
beBeωe

bf
qγcf

´
1

4
pωg

ga ´ λaqηceωQ
ae
f

γcf `
1

4
pωQ

db
d

´ ξbqηceωe
bf

γcf .
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At second order in β, we verify using (C.25) and (C.26) with two indices contracted

0 “
3

24
ηarbγcfspηbeηcgηfhBaRegh ´ 6ηcgηbhηadβdeBeωQ

hg
f q (C.30)

`
1

2
γacηadβdeBeηcgpωQ

dg
d ´ ξgq

´
1

8
p6ηdgηahωQ

hg
e

ηcf pωQ
bf
b ´ ξf q ´ ηaf ηdgηehRfghpωb

bc ´ λcqqηcraγdes

`
1

8
pηcgηfhBaRagh ` 2ηcgηadβdeBeωQ

ag
f qγcf

`
1

8
pωd

da
´ λaqηcgηfhRaghγcf `

1

4
ηagpωQ

dg

d
´ ξgqηceωQ

ae
f

γcf .

The terms at third order in β vanish without using any of the above identities

0 “
3

24
ηarbγcfsηbgηchηfiηadβdeBeRghi `

1

8
ηaf ηdgηehRfghηcipωQ

bi
b

´ ξiqηcraγdes (C.31)

´
1

8
ηchηfiηadβdeBeRahiγcf ´

1

8
ηagpωQ

dg

d
´ ξgqηcgηfhRaghγcf ,

which concludes our verification that all terms in γab vanish.
We now turn to the terms coming with an antisymmetric product of four γ matrices. For

these, we first use

XabcXdef 9δ
rd
rg γhis

efsηagηbhηci “ XabcXdef pηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq , (C.32)

and the explicit expressions of Xbcf and Y
bcf

. We then show that the resulting expression
vanishes order by order in β, using the alignment of vielbeins. Starting at zeroth order in β,
we have to prove

0 “
1

4
ηceBaωe

bf γabcf (C.33)

`
1

16
ηbgωg

acηehωh
df pηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq ´

1

16
ηadηbgω

g
acηehωh

df
γbcef .

This can be verified, thanks to (C.24). At first order in β, we use (C.25) to show that

0 “ ´
1

4
ηcepηbgBaωQ

ge
f ´ ηadβdgBgωe

bf qγabcf ´
1

16
pηbgω

g
acηehωQ

dh
f

` ηbhωQ
ah
c

ηegω
g
af qγbcef

´
1

16
pηbgωg

acηehηdiωQ
ih
f

` ηbhηaiωQ
ih
c

ηegω
g
df qpηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq . (C.34)

At second order in β, we verify using (C.26)

0 “
1

24
pηbgηchηfiBaRghi ´ 6ηchηbgηadβdeBeωQ

gh
f qγabcf (C.35)

`
1

96

´
6ηbhηagωQ

gh
c

ηejηdiωQ
ij
f

` ηbgωg
acηdhηeiηfjRhij ` ηagηbhηciR

ghiηejω
j
df

¯
pηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq

´
1

32
p2ηadηbgωQ

ag
c

ηehωQ
dh
f

´ ηbgω
g
acηehηfiR

ahi ´ ηbgηchRaghηeiω
i
af qγbcef .
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At third order in β, we show using (C.27) that

0 “
1

24
ηbeηciηfhηadβdgBgReihγabcf (C.36)

´
1

96
pηbhηagωQ

gh
c

ηdiηejηfkRijk ` ηagηbhηckRghkηejηdiωQ
ij
f qpηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq

`
1

32
ηadpηbhωQ

ah
c

ηejηfgRdjg ` ηbhηcgRahgηejωQ
dj
f qγbcef .

Finally, the forth order in β vanishes as follows

0 “
1

576
ηagηbhηciR

ghiηdjηekηflR
jklpηadγbcef ` 4ηaeγbcfd ` 4ηbeγcafdq (C.37)

´
1

64
ηadηbhηciR

ahiηegηfjRdgjγbcef .

We thus have shown that all terms in γabcd vanish. From (C.23), we are then left only with
terms without any γ. We compute them and finally get

´
1

4
Sǫ` “

«
1

2
ηacBaωg

gc `
1

4
ηacωd

daωg
gc ´

1

4
ηebωh

aeωa
bh ´

1

2
ηac∇aλc `

1

4
ηacλaλc (C.38)

`
1

2
ηacβ

aeBeωQ
gc
g

`
1

4
ηhgωQ

fh
e

ωQ
eg
f `

1

4
ηcgωQ

dc
d

ωQ
fg
f `

1

4
ηfgωf

aeRaeg

`
1

2
ηab

q∇aξb `
1

4
ηabξ

aξb ´
1

48
ηecηbhηfgRbfcRheg

ff
ǫ`

“ ´
1

4

˜
Rpg̃q ` RQ ´

1

2
Racdf b

cdηab ´
1

2
R2

´ 4pBφ̃q2 ` 4∇2φ̃ ´ 4pβabBbφ̃ ´ T aq2 ´ 4ηab
q∇apβbcBcφ̃ ´ T bq

¸
ǫ` ,

where the last line, given also in (2.57), is obtained using (1.19), (1.20) and (2.26).

D Derivation of the equation of motion for β

In this appendix, we detail the variation of L̃β (1.9) with respect to β, leading to the equation
of motion for this field, as discussed in section 3.3. This variation has three contributions,
given in (3.20); while the dilaton term is studied in section 3.3, we consider here the other
two, and start with δ qRpg̃q.

To work-out this first variation, the rewriting of qΓ as in (1.26) is of great help. As a start,
one gets from it

δqΓmn
p “ δqΓptq

mn
p `Γn

psδβms , δqΓptq
mn
p “

1

2
g̃pq pg̃rm∇rδβnq ` g̃rn∇rδβmq ´ g̃qr∇rδβmnq , (D.1)

from which one can obtain, as discussed in section 3.3, a first expression for δ qRmn. It is given
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by (3.23) that we repeat here for convenience

δ qRmn “ q∇p
´

δqΓptq
mn
p

¯
´ q∇m

´
δqΓptq

pn
p

¯
(D.2)

´ pδβprqBr
qΓmn

p ` pδβmrqBr
qΓpn

p ` 2qΓpn
r δqΓrmrs

p

´ qΓpm
r Γn

psδβrs ´
´

qΓpn
r Γr

ps ´ qΓrp
r Γn

ps

¯
δβms ´ βprBr

`
Γn

psδβms
˘

.

The terms in Γ are obtained in the variation of qRmn by decomposing the variation of qΓ into
δqΓptq and the second term involving Γ, as in (D.1). Note also the presence of the antisymmetric

part δqΓrmrs
p , that we mentioned to be vanishing for the variation with respect to g̃ (see below

(3.8)), but not for β. Here we obtain from (1.11) that δqΓrmrs
p “ ´1

2
Bpδβmr.

Using this, and decomposing qΓ as in (1.26), one can rewrite the second line of (D.2) as

´ pδβprqBr
qΓptq

mn
p ` pδβmrqBr

qΓptq
pn
p ´ pδβprqBrpβmsΓn

psq ´ qΓptq
pn
r Bpδβmr ´ βpsΓn

srBpδβmr . (D.3)

The last term of this expression cancels the Bδβ coming from the very last term of (D.2). The
other terms in (D.3) give one term in BΓ, and four others with derivatives of tensors. One
should then complete these four derivatives into covariant derivatives. In particular, ∇r

qΓptq
mn
p

contains a term Γn
rs

qΓptq
ms
p that is worth rewriting as Γn

rspqΓptq
sm
p ` 2qΓptq

rmss
p q. Indeed, one then

has from (1.26) that 2qΓptq
rmss
p “ ´∇pβms. This last contribution then cancels the ∇β obtained

by completing the Bβ in (D.3).
By decomposing the qΓ of the third line of (D.2) as in (1.26), then multiplying δ qRmn by

g̃mn and using its symmetry, as well as the antisymmetry of some δβpr, simplifications occur.
In addition, the terms in q∇δqΓptq or ∇qΓptq become simple when multiplied by g̃mn, using the
compatibility of the metric with both covariant derivatives and the expressions (1.26) and
(D.1). One is finally left with

δ qR “ 2 q∇p∇npg̃pqδβnqq ´ qΓptq
pn
r ∇ppg̃mnδβmrq (D.4)

` δβpr
´

2g̃pn∇r∇qβnq

´ βmspg̃mnBrΓn
ps ` g̃pnBsΓn

mrq ` g̃mnΓn
psΓ

s
rqβmq ´ g̃pnΓn

qsΓ
s
mrβmq

¯
.

This expression should be a tensor; while it is clearly the case of the first two lines, the last
line is not obviously tensorial. This leads us to look for the possible tensors which could fit
there, and it turns out to involve the standard Riemann tensor, given in (A.3). Indeed, one
gets using the antisymmetry of the two β

δβpr
`
´βmspg̃mnBrΓn

ps ` g̃pnBsΓn
mrq ` g̃mnΓn

psΓ
s
rqβmq ´ g̃pnΓn

qsΓ
s
mrβmq

˘
(D.5)

“ δβprβms 1

2
pg̃npRn

rms ` g̃nsRn
mrpq .

Thanks to the properties of the Riemann tensor (A.3), the two terms turn out to be equal,
giving finally (3.24) that we repeat here

δ qR “ 2 q∇n∇ppg̃nrδβprq ´ qΓptq
mn
r ∇mpg̃pnδβprq ` δβpr

´
2g̃pn∇r∇qβnq ` βmsg̃npRn

rms

¯
. (D.6)

We comment on this Riemann tensor below (3.24). The identity

p∇m∇n ´ ∇n∇mqβpq “ Rp
smnβsq ` Rq

smnβps (D.7)
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indicates that we cannot get completely rid of the Riemann tensor in δ qR. Using its properties
(A.3), one can still show that

Rn
rms “ 2Rn

rsmsr , βmsRn
rms “ ´2βsqRn

sqr , (D.8)

so using (D.7), we get27

βmsRn
rms “ 2p∇r∇q ´ ∇q∇rqβnq ` 2Rsrβns . (D.9)

Although (D.6) is not simplified by this identity, its combination with the dilaton term (3.22)
will be. This will allow to trade the Riemann tensor for the Ricci one.

We now do an “integration by parts” on the first two terms of (D.6) multiplied by e´2d. To
do so, we use the Leibniz rule for both covariant derivatives, and (3.9) to get total derivatives.
We also use (3.21), the definition (1.26) of qΓptq, and symmetry properties. We get

e´2dδ qR “ Bp. . . q ` e´2dδβpr g̃np

´
βmsRn

rms `
1

2
g̃rq g̃sme2φ̃∇mpe´2φ̃∇sβnqq (D.10)

` e2φ̃∇qpe´2φ̃∇rβnqq ` 2∇r∇qβnq ` 4e2φ̃∇rpe´φ̃∇qpe´φ̃βnqqq
¯

.

It is worth noting that we can rewrite

4e2φ̃∇rpe´φ̃∇qpe´φ̃βnqqq “ 8eφ̃∇r∇qpe´φ̃βnqq ´ 4∇r∇qβnq ` 4∇rpβnqBqφ̃q . (D.11)

Indeed, the first term in the right-hand side above is the (opposite of) the one involved in
(3.22), giving

δ
´

qR ` 4pβmpBpφ̃ ´ T mq2
¯

`e2dBp. . . q “ δβprg̃np

´ 1

2
g̃rq g̃sme2φ̃∇mpe´2φ̃∇sβnqq (D.12)

` βmsRn
rms ` e2φ̃∇qpe´2φ̃∇rβnqq ´ 2∇r∇qβnq ` 4∇rpβnqBqφ̃q

¯
.

This allows to use (D.9) and trade the Riemann for the Ricci tensor, to finally get the
expression (3.25) of this combination of two variations.

Eventually, we consider the variation of the R-flux term. Using the antisymmetry prop-
erties of the R-flux, and the fact we can use a ∇ in its definition (1.7), one gets

δR2 “ Rsuvg̃spg̃um ppδβrpqg̃vq∇rβmq ` βqmg̃vr∇qδβrpq . (D.13)

Multiplying this by e´2d, one then performs the/an “integration by parts” on the second term.
One gets after some rearranging

´
1

2
e´2dδR2 “

1

2
e´2dδβpr

´
βmqe2φ̃∇qpe´2φ̃g̃msg̃rug̃pvRsuvq (D.14)

` g̃pvg̃msRsuvpg̃ur∇qβmq ` g̃uq∇rβmqq
¯

` Bp. . . q .

An alternative derivation and formulation of this variation is given by the rewriting of the
R-flux as in (1.27). Using it and (1.26), (3.13), one gets

δRmnp “
3

2

´
q∇rmδβnps ` pδβqrmq∇qβnps ` βqrm∇qδβnps

¯
. (D.15)

27One also has p∇r∇q ´ ∇q∇rqβnq “ e2φ̃p∇r∇q ´ ∇q∇rqpe´2φ̃βnqq. Two ∇ on a scalar commute.
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From this, using the Leibniz rule and (3.9), one ends up with (3.26) that we repeat here

´
1

2
e´2dδR2 “ ´

1

2
e´2dδβprg̃msg̃rug̃pv

´
e2φ̃ q∇mpe´2φ̃Rsuvq ´ 2T mRsuv

¯
` Bp. . . q . (D.16)

One can verify that (D.16) matches with (D.14), using (3.13) to write

g̃ms
q∇mRsuv “ ´g̃msβmq∇qRsuv ´ g̃ms

qΓptq
ms
n Rnuv ´ 2g̃ms

qΓptq
mrv
n Rusns , (D.17)

and then from (1.26) to get the symmetry properties of g̃ms
qΓptq

mv
n . We will use this formulation

(D.16) of the variation. It may be simpler than (D.14) if the resulting equation is turned to
flat indices, and the fluxes are identified. Note also that such a reformulation with q∇ cannot
occur for the other variations, as they are linear in β.

Compiling all results, namely (3.25) and (3.26), one obtains for δL̃β the expression (3.27),
and the equation of motion for β given in (1.30).

Using the simplifying assumption βpqBq “ 0 , Bqβpq “ 0, the equation (1.30) should reduce
to the one given in [7], namely

Bm

´a
|g̃|e´2φ̃g̃mq g̃nrg̃psBqβrs

¯
“ 0 . (D.18)

Let us discuss this point for a constant dilaton. From the definition (1.7), one gets Rmnp “ 0
under the simplifying assumption. Therefore, the first line of (1.30) would vanish. The equa-
tion (D.18) can clearly be recovered from the first term in the last line of (1.30). However this
term generates other contributions. It is rather non-trivial that the latter cancel with the rest
of this last line (which does not vanish by itself). We do not fully check this cancellation here.
Nevertheless, a simpler manner to verify this is probably to use the alternative formulation
of the last line of (1.30) given by (D.12). Under the simplifying assumption, one verifies from
(1.12) that T n “ ∇qβnq “ 0, leaving essentially in (D.12) the study of the Riemann tensor
term. Given its definition in (A.3), the contraction of this tensor with β, and the assumption,
cancel quite some terms; what is left to check looks then simpler. Note that the two other
equations of motion matching those of [7] is much easier to verify.

The simplifying assumption of [7] also reduces the expression (1.14) of Qc
ab to

ẽp
cẽ

a
mẽb

nBpβmn . (D.19)

This observation helps to match the present results with the subcase treated in that paper.
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